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Recent advances in the electrooxidation of biomass-based organic molecules for chemicals and hydrogen production

Yaovi Holade, Nazym Tuleushova, Sophie Tingly, Karine Servat, Teko W. Napporn, Hazar Guesmi, David Cornu, and K. Boniface Kokoh

Electrooxidation, a historically powerful tool for the production of a number of industrial-scale inorganic or organic materials, has experienced a renaissance over the last ten years with research efforts seeking a dual production platform for molecules and energy carriers. It is termed a “Power-to-X” approach. Specifically, hydrogen (H₂) is a key compound in emerging energy conversion and storage systems, acting as an energy carrier to provide electrical energy with a significantly reduced environmental footprint through H₂/O₂ fuel cells. The clean energy production strategy from energy carrier is inversely termed an “X-to-Power” approach. However, H₂ source remains up to now the main key challenge. An increasing interest surrounds the development of advanced low energy consumption electrolysis cells enabling reliable, sustainable and dual production of both H₂ and valuable chemicals from the selective oxidation of surplus biomass-derivatives. It can thus be summed up that the tremendous idea of generating electricity or producing fuels such as H₂, while synthesizing chemicals is an attractive pathway for organic synthesis and electricity production. However, precisely how this could be achieved in a cheap and sustainable way remains a puzzle for scientists. However, the organics selective electrooxidation reactions are central topics and bridge fuel cells and electrolysis cells research. A number of (bio)catalytic interfaces have been developed to overcome their sluggish electrochemical kinetics. Within this Perspective, we propose a detailed review on the recent advances over the last ten years in co-generative fuel cells and electrolysis cells that operate with biomass-based organic molecules (ethanol, ethylene glycol, glycerol, (oligo)saccharides, cellulose, hemicellulose) while highlighting experimental and theoretical research that unifies those fields to yield devices with improved performance. The identified main electrocatalytic reaction descriptors allow for new materials to be proposed, which could enable maximized activity, selectivity and durability of anode materials. This perspective particularly enlightens the missing fundamental knowledge on parameters dictating electrooxidation of organic compounds in aqueous media. Overall, we discuss the implications for the wider scientific community of electrochemistry, electrocatalysis, materials science and organic chemistry, and finally provide several logical pathways and guidelines to stimulate progress, inspiring the development of organic-fuelled cogeneration electrochemical devices.

1. Introduction

In the mid-1990s, global electrical energy conversion systems have undergone a significant metamorphosis due to either a decline in fossil energy resources or environmental issues. Advances in technology have opened opportunities to reduce pollution due to greenhouse gases or fine particles resulting from internal combustion engines by designing relatively sustainable systems. Part of the proposed systems that are solar, wind and hydro based devices is intermittent and dependent on climatic conditions. Moreover, they cannot fairly satisfy the need for off-grid energy. A remaining option is electrochemical energy conversion and storage referred to as batteries. Fuel cells that have the primarily role of converting chemical energy stored as chemical bonds in molecules into electricity is expected to play a central role in delivering clean electrical energy in the next decades. Specifically, H₂-based fuel cells are considered to be the most promising sustainable solution to reduce our dependence on conventional fossil fuel energy sources. H₂/O₂ fuel cells that can be broadly defined as a H₂ combustion reaction (2H₂ + O₂ → 2H₂O + heat) have been extensively investigated as a major alternative source of electrical energy production. The overall operating reaction indicates that the only formed product is H₂O. It thus enables the production of electricity with a significantly reduced environmental footprint during operation. So, in addition to the traditional end-use of H₂ such as Haber-Bosch process of ammonia synthesis, Fischer-Tropsch process for hydrocarbons synthesis and metal refining among others, it has been now accepted as a fait accompli that this simple molecule is a cornerstone in the energy transition era, acting as an energy carrier in H₂/O₂ fuel cells. However, a sustainable production of H₂ remains up to now the main key challenge.

In the early 2000s, some organic molecules were extensively scrutinized as alternative fuels to H₂ fuel cells, owing to their attractive easy-to-produce, easy-to-handle and easy-to-use characteristics. Relatively small organic molecules such as ethanol and glycerol have been particularly studied in half-cell and single-cell electrochemical setups as potential fuels because of their low toxicity/volatility, and transport/storage facilities. It is worth mentioning that the most common oligosaccharides (glucose, fructose, cellobiose, lactose) have been extensively investigated to serve as potential fuels for a type of fuel cells, so-called biofuel cells, to power micro-power electronic or implantable devices. When using a carbon-based fuel in fuel cells, the best scenario for environment issue should not be the complete oxidation of the fuel to CO₂ but rather a tight control of selectivity towards production of valuable chemical(s). Glycerol and oligosaccharides may be extremely interesting since their selective oxidation leads to valuable products owing to their hydroxyl groups. Hence, the envisaged idea of generating electricity while synthesizing platform chemical systems (cogeneration strategy), can subtly become a reality. A crucial parameter for such systems is their performance in terms of the electrical power delivery. The maximum power density (Pmax) for low temperature fuel cells employing either a proton exchange membrane (PEM) for acidic
environments or an anion exchange membrane (AEM) for alkaline media is about 0.5-2 W cm\(^{-2}\) for the state-of-the-art H\(_2\)/O\(_2\) fuel cell, whereas those based on organic molecules can barely deliver 0.2 W cm\(^{-2}\). This means that instead of using organic molecules directly in fuel cells, they act as an indirect route for a cheap H\(_2\) production.

Currently, H\(_2\) production is mainly (96%) based on the thermal decomposition of fossil fuels, leading to CO\(_2\) and CO emissions and excessive energy consumption.\(^{44,45}\) This strategy seemingly violates the original intention of reducing global warming by the employment of H\(_2\) fuel cells.\(^{45}\) Therefore, a clean, renewable and efficient strategy for H\(_2\) production is highly sought after. Responsible for the remaining 4% of H\(_2\) production, water electrolysis faces major scientific and economic constraints due to the use of precious and/or rare metals (Pt, Ru, Ir) and high energy consumption (5 kWh/(Nm\(^2\)) H\(_2\)) at 10 kA m\(^2\)).\(^{12,46}\) Indeed, the deployment of low-temperature water electrolysis as CO\(_2\)-free Power-to-X (X = fuel, chemical) scenarios to make clean H\(_2\) has been impeded by the aforementioned issues. Specifically, the large overpotential of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at the anode is an issue. Furthermore, making electrolysis a reliable alternative relies on the development of robust, inexpensive and high-performance catalysts for the positive electrode. In addition to its production route, the future of H\(_2\) depends on advances in the areas of infrastructure, distribution, on-board fuel tank and on-board end-use.\(^{47}\) To address the electrochemical H\(_2\) production issues and as an alternative to water splitting, a change in paradigm has been envisaged with the production of H\(_2\) from organic molecules.

Electrolysis cells, commonly known as “electrolysers” are electricity driven electrochemical devices that utilize electrode materials and electrical current as the sole inputs to perform chemical oxidation or reduction reactions and have led to breakthroughs in organic electrosynthesis (minimizing hazardous reagents, avoiding large quantities of stoichiometric oxidizers and reductive reagents), mainly in unexplored classes of natural products for which organic synthesis has no practical solution.\(^{48,49}\) Interestingly for electrical energy consumption issues, oxidation reactions can be coupled with the hydrogen evolution reaction at the cathode. For example, by investigating cellulose’s monomer and dimer selective electrolysis,\(^{50,51}\) it opens the way to a possible development of electrolysers based on electrochemical interfaces that selectively oxidize cellulose (most abundant biopolymer, 35-50% of biomass) to produce organic molecules and H\(_2\). Indeed, given the low oxidation potential of those organics, their use lowers the input energy compared to water electrolysis (≥ 2-times).\(^{48,52,53}\) So, organic electrosynthesis is on the verge of a renaissance\(^{54,55}\) that can be redirected to operate in aqueous media for a concomitant H\(_2\) production. The practical realization of this smooth scenario is of paramount importance and faces three types of challenges, namely: (i) the development of electrode materials with improved activity, selectivity and durability; (ii) improved fundamental understanding of the main electrocatalytic and interfacial processes, and (iii) the scale up of such systems for practical end-use. Specialized reviews of organic molecule electrooxidation for application in organic electrosynthesis in non-aqueous media or in fuel cells can be found in the literature.\(^{34,58,62-69}\) However, this rapidly advancing field is still needed as well as a combined consideration of both experimental and computational approaches. This Perspective puts those opportunities and challenges into a broad context, discusses recent research (over the last ten years) and technological advances, and finally provides several logical and speculative pathways and guidelines that could inspire the development of ground-breaking organic-fuelled cogeneration devices. Specifically, we aim to examine the recent advances in the fabrication of nanostructured electrocatalysts for the oxidation of organic molecules in aqueous media as well as elucidating the specific steps that dictate the performance by using theoretical and computational approaches, in an attempt to build descriptors for activity, selectivity and stability. The identification of the main reaction descriptors allows future research directions to be proposed that could enable optimized performance. The combined experimental and theoretical approaches to interrogate the intricate efficiency trends is of particular interest to the communities of electrochemists, material scientists and organic chemists to move forward together and lay the foundation of a sustainable (in)organic electrosynthesis.

2. Power-to-X (X = fuel, chemical) and X-to-power electrochemical systems

2.1. Working principle of fuel cells for electrochemical energy

A fuel cell — in the broadest sense — is an electrochemical device comprised of two electrodes separated by a spacer, which converts the chemical energy directly into electrical energy (with heat release). This means that this kind of electrical energy converter can theoretically achieve an energy efficiency of 100%. About 40-50% in electricity and more than 90% in combined heat and electrical power production are reached in practice compared to an internal combustion engine that is limited by Carnot’s theorem, a theoretical maximum value of 40-45% and a practical efficiency of 15-25%.\(^{64}\) The total efficiency (\(\eta\)) of a fuel cell has three contributions, which are thermodynamic (\(\eta_\text{o}_\text{th}\)), faradaic (\(\eta_\text{f}\)) and voltage (\(\eta_\text{v}\)), Eq. (1).

\[
\eta = \eta_\text{o}_\text{th} \times \eta_\text{f} \times \eta_\text{v} = \left( \frac{\Delta G^\circ}{\Delta H^\circ} \times \frac{1}{U_{eq}} \times \frac{z_{\text{exp}}}{z_{\text{th}}} \right) U
\]

\[U = E(\text{cathode}) - E(\text{anode})\]  

where \(\Delta G^\circ\) is the Gibbs energy, \(\Delta H^\circ\) is the enthalpy, \(U_{eq}\) is the theoretical cell voltage, \(U\) is the real cell voltage, \(z_{\text{th}}\) is the theoretical exchanged electrons, \(z_{\text{exp}}\) is the experimental exchanged electrons, \(E(\text{cathode})\) is the potential of the cathode (positive electrode) and \(E(\text{anode})\) is the potential of the anode (negative electrode).
A typical electrical polarization (cell voltage $U_{\text{cell}}$, and power density $P = U_{\text{cell}} \times j$) of low-temperature single H$_2$/O$_2$ fuel cells is shown in Fig. 1. The curves highlight different features: (i) the maximum cell voltage (OCV) is lower than the theoretical value predicted by thermodynamic and Nernst data, (ii) at the operation point (usually 2/3 of $P_{\text{max}}$), at much of the high current density can be extracted from the fuel cell, the cell voltage is significantly lower. During the normal operation of a fuel cell, if there is no drastic change of the reaction selectivity, both thermodynamic and faradaic contributions will not change. Thus, the experimentally measured cell voltage $U$ affects the efficiency. A cathode performs the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), which is thermodynamically expected to start at ca. 1.2 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). Given the sluggishness of ORR, the best activity is achieved in the potential range of 1.0-0.7 V vs RHE (the discussion about ORR is beyond the scope of this review and is documented elsewhere). According to Eq. (2), it becomes obvious that the main selection criteria of anode electrocatalysts for fuel cell (operating voltage optimization) is an electrooxidation with the lowest overpotential, i.e., at the lowest electrode potential ($E$), ideally $E < 0.5$ V vs RHE.

2.2. Working principle of dual electrosynthesis in aqueous media

For a long time, the electron has been theorized as a “green reactant” to perform numerous chemical transformations, from the recovery of metals to the assembly of sub-unit of molecules. To do so, we need an electrical conducting material (electrode) to serve as a delivery of electrons (when a substance needs to be reduced) or as a sink (when a substance has to release electrons). In other words, two electrodes are needed, one acting as the “working” and another one as the “counter”. Consequently, in aqueous media, the reaction of interest at either the working electrode or the counter electrode could be coupled smartly with one of the two solvent’s “wall reactions” at the counter electrode (see Section 3.1.1). More precisely, an electrooxidation at the working electrode can be coupled with the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at the counter electrode, or the electroreduction at the working electrode can be combined with oxygen evolving reaction (OER) at the counter electrode. This dual electrosynthesis is termed “paired electrosynthesis”.

In such a situation, the ratio of the working and counter electrode areas should be carefully considered to avoid any parasitic/non-productive reactions such as the dissolution or degradation of the electrodes. Fundamentally, the polarization of an electrode (its potential being forced away from its value at open circuit) induces an electrical current flow due to electrochemical reactions at both working and counter electrode surfaces. The magnitude of the current, proportional to the amount of the chemical substance in moles (Faraday’s first law), is controlled by reaction kinetics and/or the diffusion of reactants and products, towards and away from the electrode surface.

Going through the encyclopaedia of electrochemical reactions, almost all reactions including relatively simple redox reactions and metal depositions depict a dependence on the nature of the electrode surface. Under an electrical current flow, processes occurring at the surface of a given electrode are those depending on the nature of the electrode and those that are not. The aforementioned electrochemical processes are routinely classified into two categories. First, the outer-sphere redox processes, whereby there is no physical interaction between the redox species and electrode surface. It is influenced by the solvent and/or electrolyte properties (double layer effects) and the electron transfer occurs between two species with no bonding between them through electron tunnelling from one to the other across a solvation layer. It is benchmarked by a formal redox potential ($E^\circ$), standard rate constant ($k^*$), and charge-transfer coefficient ($a$) as defined in the Butler-Volmer formalism of electrode kinetics. Second, the inner-sphere or catalytic redox processes wherein the bonding or adsorption of reactants, intermediates, and/or products to the electrode surface has a major effect on the reaction kinetics. The electron transfer occurs in an activated complex where a ligand is shared between the donor and acceptor molecules (and where the bridging ligand may or may not be transferred during the reaction). It is gauged by an overpotential ($\eta$), Tafel slope (semi-quantitative indicator of charge-transfer kinetics and/or mechanisms for simple processes), and/or exchange current density ($j_0$, the current density at the equilibrium potential, which is a quantitative indicator of charge transfer kinetics) as defined in the well-known Tafel equation.

It should be rationally summed up that the majority of the reactions in electrochemistry are found between these two boundaries. In the first case, the electrode acts as a donor or an acceptor of electrons. The consequence is that the reaction kinetics is expected to be independent of the electrode material, but the required electrode potential is likely to depend on the nature of the electrode material. In other words, different materials will lead to the same yield. At the industrial scale, we just need to augment the geometric surface area in order to change the conversion rate. This situation is extremely rare, if not impossible to achieve in electrochemistry. In the second one, the electrode surface acts as a catalyst (an electrocatalyst). In this case, the type and rate of the reaction depend critically on specific interactions between the electrode
surface and chemical species that are present in the electrolyte. Precisely, electrolysissynthesis driven by this type of interactions (electrocatalysis) is burgeoning. Instead of relying exclusively on the "geometric surface area" in the first case, one can, for the same geometric surface area, change the yield, conversion, mechanism, electrode potential (thus indirectly the consumed electrical energy). Sections 2.4 and 4 will critically examine different tools used by researchers to provide increased efficiencies, particularly the nano-structuring and the heterogeneous composition of catalytic electrodes.

2.3. Working principle of electrolysis cells for H₂ production in alkaline pH

The primary idea behind the concept of harvesting H₂ from water is that it does not involve any carbon sources. Operation under alkaline environments is expected to provide the best advantages (non-noble catalysts, cost-effective, long-term stability) compared to acid media.⁷⁷ In an alkaline medium, the balanced equation of HER is shown in Eq. (3), which highlights the critical step of H₂O dissociation. From Eqs. (4)-(5), it can be concluded that the only way to reduce the consumed electrical energy (W) is to couple the cathodic process (HER) with an efficient anodic reaction. If water is used as the sole reactant (in addition to H⁺ or HO⁻ as ionic conductors), the anode process that is OER leads to an overall system that requires at least U = 1.5 V, as shown in Fig. 2 (in theory 1.23 V (based on ΔG) and 1.48 V (based on ΔH)).

\[2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + 2\text{OH}^- , \ E^\circ(\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{H}_2) = -0.84 \text{ V vs SHE} \quad (3)\]

\[W = Q \times U = 2nF \times U = \frac{2FV}{V_m} \quad (4)\]

\[W(\text{kWh/Nm}^3) = 2.39 \times U \quad \text{or} \quad W(\text{kWh/kg}) = 26.59 \times U \quad (5)\]

where SHE is the standard reference electrode, W is the consumed electrical energy, Q is the required electrical charge, U is the required cell voltage, n is the produced moles of H₂, F (96485 C mol⁻¹) is the Faraday constant, V is the produced volume of H₂, V_m is the molar volume in normal conditions (T = 273.15 K, P = 101325 Pa), R (8.314 J K⁻¹ mol⁻¹) is the universal gas constant. For H₂, a normal cubic meter (Nm³) = 0.09 kg.

As mentioned above, the total efficiency (ε) of electrolysis cell has three contributions: thermodynamic (ε₉), faradic (ε₇) and voltage (ε₀), Eq. (6). According to Eq. (7), as E(cathode) is fixed for a given HER’s electrocatalyst, it becomes obvious that the main selection criteria of anode electrocatalysts for the purposes of electrolysis is an electrooxidation with the lowest overpotential, i.e., at the lowest electrode potential. In aqueous media, this can be achieved for a number of organic compounds such as those reviewed in the present paper. Keeping in mind that the electrolysis cell will operate in the current density range of 0.2-1.0 A cm⁻², the cost associated with H₂ production that is about 8-10 €/kg(H₂) (considering the mean electricity cost in Europe, 0.2113 €/kWh) can be also greatly reduced with the co-production of value-added chemical(s) at the anode. To do so, the driving force behind the tight control of the “C-C” bond cleavage should be carefully understood and optimized.

\[\varepsilon = \varepsilon_9 \times \varepsilon_7 \times \varepsilon_0 = \left(\frac{\Delta G^\circ}{\Delta H^\circ} \times \frac{U}{z \times \exp\left(\frac{z \varepsilon_{\text{exp}}}{z \varepsilon_{\text{th}}}ight)}\right) \frac{1}{U} \quad (6)\]

\[U = E(\text{anode}) - E(\text{cathode}) \quad (7)\]

where ΔG° is the Gibbs energy, ΔH° is the enthalpy, U_eq is the theoretical cell voltage, U is the real cell voltage, z_eq is the theoretical exchanged electrons, z_exp is the experimental exchanged electrons, E(cathode) is the potential of the cathode (negative electrode) and E(anode) is the potential of the anode (positive electrode).

2.4. Performance-by-design principles for selectivity in the electrooxidation of organics in aqueous media

In aqueous media, the first design principle for high selectivity is the proper choice of electrode material that catalyses only the oxidation of the organic molecule(s) without any interference by OER. The material should specifically be designed to function at an anode electrode potential that is not more positive than the onset potential of OER, that is \(E_{\text{OER}} = 1.23 \text{ V}_{\text{SHE}} \approx (1.23 - 0.06\times\text{pH}) \text{V}_{\text{SHE}}\) (note that at 25 °C, the slope \(RT/F = 0.06\)). It should be noted that most OER materials suffer from sluggishness that induces overpotential of at least 200 mV.
Furthermore, we should keep in mind that the theoretical onset potential can be below $E_{\text{HER}} = 0$ $V_{\text{RHE}} = -0.0693 + \text{pH} V_{\text{SHE}}$ (at 25 °C). For example, the 2-electron oxidation of glucose to gluconate is thermodynamically expected to start at an open circuit potential (OCP) of $-1.12$ $V_{\text{RHE}} = -0.294 V_{\text{SHE}}$ for $T = 25$ °C and pH = 14.50 Consequently, it might be important to add a second designing principle in order to restrict a concomitant HER. Furthermore, the implementation of electrocatalysis in aqueous media for the selective oxidation of organics to valuable molecules could be confronted by twin processes that involve multi-electron and multi-proton transfer steps, and induce the formation of many reaction intermediates (thus energy barriers), which lead to larger overpotentials, and many reaction products. So the third designing principle should be a tight control of C-C bond cleavage. A common case is the precise engineering of advanced electrodes by a tight control over activity (meaning conversion) and selectivity, which is a crucial bottleneck in the electrocatalysis of organics. In some cases, it might be useful to alloy metals, one having higher energy than optimal value (i.e., binding energy of the performance descriptor) and another one having lower energy. Then, it is expected that the turnover and the indicators of the catalytic efficiency (described by Eqs. (8)-(11)) will increase. To sum up, a perfect electrode material for the selective electrooxidation of organic molecules in aqueous media should be able to: (i) dissociate C-H (or C-C, C-N, etc.) bonds with minimal driving force (i.e., with the smallest overpotential); (ii) provide O-containing (or appropriate heteroatoms) species and facilitate their reaction with the intermediates, (iii) minimize C-C bond cleavage in order to avoid obtaining a cascade of products. To achieve this, both criteria of several neighbouring but unoccupied active sites and/or the displacement of the initially adsorbed H atoms is required.

$$z_{\text{exp}} = \frac{Q_{\text{exp}} (\text{in C})}{F} \times \frac{1}{\text{reactant converted (in mol)}}$$ (8)

$$\text{conversion (\%)} = \frac{\text{reactant converted (in mol)}}{\text{initial reactant (in mol)}} \times 100$$ (9)

$$\text{selectivity (\%)} = \frac{\text{product (in mol)}}{\text{all products (in mol)}} \times 100$$ (10)

$$\text{selectivity (\%)} = \frac{1}{\text{reactant converted (in mol)}} \times z \times 100$$ (11)

where $z_{\text{exp}}$ is the experimental exchanged number of electrons, $F = 96485$ C mol$^{-1}$, $Q_{\text{exp}}$ is the experimentally recorded electrical charge and $z$ is the stoichiometric number for the product of interest.

2.5.2. Basis for low energy consumption organic molecule-fuelled electrolysis cells for the simultaneous production of H$_2$ and chemicals. There is no electricity demand for a fuel cell to operate because it is a galvanic cell that has a stock of chemical energy. In the case of an electrolysis cell, an electrical energy should be supplied. The most important idea to keep in mind when designing electrode materials to operate in an electrolysis cell as anode or cathode is to minimize the overall energy input that is proportional to the cell voltage between the anode and cathode. The majority of the organic compounds (at least those studied herein) have a lower oxidation potential in comparison to the O$_2$/H$_2$O couple (O$_2$/OH$^-$ in alkaline media). Hence, one elegant way is to electro-oxidize selectively an organic molecule at the positive electrode of the electrolyser instead of H$_2$O, as highlighted in Fig. 4. In these regards, a high purity H$_2$ (since there is no other gas in the reactor as it could happen for total organics oxidation at the anode) is produced at the cathode and a value-added chemical is produced at the anode. This type of strategy is so-called “co-generation or co-production” in a paired electrolysis cell.52,65,67,70

Fig. 3 Sketch of glycerol electrooxidation to valuable by-products. Adapted with permission from Ref.77, Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
3. Analytical approach for testing and validating electrochemical performance of electrodes

Due to the lack of familiarity with electrochemistry, many chemists have been intimidated by the unfamiliar territory of electrosynthesis and by the perception that the equipment needed is complicated and expensive, which has caused researchers to turn to the use of reagents and familiar methods for which they have prior experience, even when an electrochemical method might hold a distinct advantage over those methods. This section aims at stimulating the best practices for performing and reporting the electrocatalytic performance for the electrooxidation of organics and inviting other chemists to join the landscape offered by electrochemistry. Specifically, the section aims at providing an updated and complete portfolio for setting up electrochemical experiments. The section includes the choice of: the appropriate electrolyte, the type of the cell, and the methods of electrochemical characterization, namely cyclic voltammetry (CV), linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), chronoamperometry, chronopotentiometry, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). We also provide details surrounding product analysis by in/ex situ coupling methods (spectroelectrochemistry, chromatography, spectrometry, etc.).

3.1. General work-up tips for electrosynthesis in aqueous media

3.1.1. Choice of the appropriate electrolytic solution. The term “aqueous media” implies that water is the solvent. It should be of high purity (routinely called ultrapure water of ca. 18 MΩ cm at 20 °C). The ionic conductivity of that water being negligible (ca. 5.5 × 10⁻⁸ S m⁻¹), the addition of selected species to act as an electrolyte (also known as electrolytic solution or supporting electrolyte) is required to ensure ionic conductivity (this will suppress migration effects of electroactive species under an electrical field), except the situation where the compound that will be electrolysed is actually a salt or one is using a flow cell with a very small electrode gap (micro-scale or lower). Its main function is to assist with ionic conductivity, which means that the compound is soluble in the solvent and dissociates into ions. In aqueous media, the potential window is limited by hydrogen evolution and oxygen evolution due to the overpotentials, so that the electrolyte should not undergo any oxidation, reduction or other types of degradation in this window. The electrolyte should facilitate extraction, separation and purification of the reaction products. Its concentration should be at least 0.1 M. Of course, a lower value may be sufficient in some cases. The presence of electrolyte is expected to minimize the uncompensated resistance; the precise determination of this resistance is an important task (Section 3.2.1). It is very important to point out that this resistance also depends on the type of substrate and the cell geometry. For the last one, those parameters are the working electrode area and distance between two electrodes which are used to measure an electrical voltage. Besides, there are some types of flow electrolysis cells in which the use of an electrolyte can be minimized if not eliminated. To complete this subject, whether to use an electrolyte or not and at what concentration should be decided on a case-by-case basis during control experiments. In aqueous media, the most widely used electrolytes can be inorganic salts of neutral pH (NaCl, KCl, KNO₃, K₂SO₄, etc.), compounds with a stable pH of certain value (buffers: phosphate, carbonate, citrate, etc.), and compounds with variable pH (acid or base: HClO₄, NaOH, KOH, HCO₃⁻, etc.). Beware using halide anions (X⁻, X = Cl, Br, I) that can be oxidized to either X₂ or halonium ion (X⁺). In addition to the electrolyte’s stability within the potential window, its compatibility with the reactants and products must be taken into account too (not involved in parasite reactions that can modify the kinetics/efficiency).

When the electrooxidation of an organic molecule involves a “proton-coupled electron-transfer step”, the pH has a crucial impact on the activity. Seminal (electro)catalytic studies have shown that the performance of the reaction is maximal at pH close to the pKa (dissociation constant) of the organic molecule being studied. For this reason, in aqueous media, CO₂ is studied for a pH around 8 (pKa of CO₂= 6.3 and 10.3), formic acid (pKa = 3.77) about pH 4 and alcohols above pH 12 (very weak acids: pKa = 12.23, 14.15, 14.77, 15.9, for glucose, glycerol, ethylene glycol, and ethanol, respectively). It is argued that the alkoxide (anion of dissociated alcohol) is the real active
species in alkaline media. Hence, the pKa is a key property to describe the reactivity, since it reflects the concentration of the active species (alkoxide ions). Work by de Souza et al. studied the reactivity of three-carbon-atom chain alcohols on a bulk Au electrode and observed that an increase of pKa results in the decrease of the current densities.

3.1.2. Choice of the appropriate electrochemical cell setup: configuration and electrodes. There are two types of electrochemical cells, an undivided or a beaker-type cell (1 compartment), and a divided or H-type cell (2 compartments) wherein both the counter electrode and working electrode compartments are isolated by separators, e.g. a membrane, diaphragm, etc. Indeed, in the course of an electrochemical reaction, when the oxidation occurs at the working electrode, a parallel reduction process happens at the counter electrode, while the reverse is also true. So, as the intermediate/product that is produced at the working electrode can diffuse or migrate to the counter electrode, it is strongly advised to use an H-type cell. This helps to avoid any potential transformation of the product at the counter electrode or interference with the process occurring there. Both configurations should be carefully examined when deciding to employ a three- or two-electrode setup. For a two-electrode configuration, electrodes are referred to as positive and negative electrodes. In this case, the driving force during the electrolysies can consist of applying either a cell voltage $\Delta E(V)$ between those electrodes or a current. That current is routinely normalized as a current density $j(A cm^{-2})$ with respect to the limiting electrode. Industrial-scale electrolysers mostly operate in a two-electrode configuration by applying a fixed current (the duration of the process is evaluated by the second law of Faraday). In some cases, it is more convenient to use a three-electrode setup where the introduced third electrode is the reference electrode. The potential of the reference electrode should be stable in order to enable a tight control of the potential of working electrode so that electrolysies can be performed correctly. This is very important in electrocrystallization where the surface state of the working electrode depends on the applied potential. Indeed, in a three-electrode configuration, the working electrode is where the investigated reaction takes place. Its feature is to allow good activity, selectivity, and durability. Notably, in aqueous media, chemical species composed of the solvent and/or electrolyte are adsorbed at the working electrode ($H_2(ad)\text{, }OH_2(ad)$) and take part in the reaction. Except the case of non-aqueous media, where the carbon electrodes are used for a large spectrum of reactions, the choice of the working electrode in aqueous media should be treated on a case-by-case basis. This is outlined in Section 4. For this three-electrode arrangement, the counter electrode ensures the circulation of the electrical current by reducing (if oxidation occurs at the working electrode and vice-versa) the solvent/electrolyte at its surface. The area ratio between the counter electrode and that of the working should be optimized to ensure that the occurring electrochemical reaction at the counter electrode’s surface is not the overall limiting process. A ratio of at least 3 with respect to the working electrode is recommended in electrocrystallization. However, depending of the cell setup and the electrochemical process occurring at the counter electrode (much faster kinetics than the process at the working electrode), the counter electrode can have lower area. In fact, the electrooxidation of certain organic molecules in an aqueous medium could be done using just a Pt wire. Indeed, the kinetics of the evolution reaction of $H_2$ on Pt in these conditions is known to be very fast and not limiting. Even though Pt-based materials have been employed as the counter electrode material for many years, one should be aware of possible Pt dissolution and re-deposition at the working electrode. As an active catalyst for the majority of substrates, it will interfere with the process at the working electrode. Jerkiewicz et al. have shown that, under electrochemical conditions, the area ratio between the working electrode and the counter electrode has a noteworthy role on the dissolution of metallic species that are on the working electrode. When the active species have to be immobilized onto the working electrode surface (NPs, enzymes, etc.), the same precautions apply. When the upper potential limit is not exceeding 1.2-1.5 V vs RHE, high purity glassy carbon is an excellent choice as a counter electrode or supporting material of catalytic species (NPs, enzymes, etc.) being deposited onto the surface of the working electrode.

For the choice of the reference electrode, the most popular ones in aqueous solutions are: silver-silver chloride ($Ag|AgCl|KCl\text{, }SSCE$), saturated calomel electrode ($Hg|Hg_2Cl_2|KCl\text{, }SCE$), mercury-mercurous sulphate electrode ($Hg|Hg_2SO_4|K_2SO_4\text{, }MSE$), mercury-mercury oxide electrode ($Hg|HgO|Na(K)OH\text{, }MOE$) and the reversible hydrogen electrode ($Pt|H_2|H^+\text{, RHE}$). All electrode potentials can be readily converted versus RHE and vice-versa through the Nernst formula, Eq. (12). It should be stated that RHE (a pH independent RE, suited for coupled electron-proton transfer reactions, is the metric electrode for electrochemists in aqueous media. So when possible, all data should be reported with RHE. The most appropriate method to precisely determine the conversion term expressed in Eq. (13) between RHE and another reference electrode is to use the calibration curve in high-purity $H_2$-saturated electrolyte. Typically, a steady-state CV is recorded in $H_2$-saturated electrolyte at a scan rate not higher than 1 mV s$^{-1}$ by employing a high purity Pt (plate, wire, etc.) as the working electrode, another Pt or glassy carbon as the counter electrode and the targeted reference as the reference electrode. Hence, in such CVs collected at a quasi-steady state scan rate, the average of the two potentials at which the current crossed zero is taken to be the thermodynamic potential for the hydrogen electrode reactions (HER and HOR). Furthermore, the nature of materials used for the fabrication of the glassware should be carefully probed. The traditional approach for minimizing the contamination of the reference electrode by...
organic molecules has been assumed to make use of a “salt bridge” (main role of allowing only the ionic conductivity), for example, double-junction RE or Haber-Luggin capillary tip, which is important for the chloride-based reference electrodes. For experiments in acid or neutral pHs, SCE, SSCE and MSE are recommended, but their utilization for long-term experiments should be avoided in alkaline pHs, where MOE is the best option. For chloride ions issues, MSE is the best option in lieu of SCE or SSCE. Indeed, not only trace concentrations of ions (such as chloride) might adsorb on the working electrode and dramatically change its electrochemistry, but also can alter the nature and performance of the electrochemical reaction being studied. Lastly, whilst RHE has the benefit of being filled with the electrolyte in all range of pHs, it should not be used in a single compartment cell without a salt bridge because of a possible pollution by organic molecules and gaseous products that can enter in the reference electrode, alter its potential value over time and compromise the quality of the electrochemical response.

\[
 E(V \text{ vs } RHE) = E(V \text{ vs } \text{RE}) + \frac{2.3RT}{F} \Delta pH + \Delta E \text{ (V vs SHE)} \tag{12}
\]

\[
 \Delta E(V) = \frac{2.3RT}{F} \Delta pH + \Delta E \text{ (V vs SHE)} \tag{13}
\]

where \( E^* \) is the standard potential corresponding to the redox couple associated with the reference electrode (RE). For example, \( E^*(V \text{ vs } \text{SHE}) = 0.208, 0.242 \) and \( 0.640 \) for SSCE, SCE and MSE, respectively.

3.2. Methods of electrochemical characterization and products analysis

3.2.1. Half-cell and cell reactions characterization. Three methods can be used to run electrolysis: constant current electrolysis (or chronopotentiometry, applied parameter = \( j \text{ (A cm}^{-2}) \), constant potential electrolysis (or chronoamperometry, applied parameter = \( E_{\text{app}} \text{ (V vs RE)} = E_{\text{WRC}} - E_{\text{RE}} \), and constant cell voltage electrolysis (applied parameter = \( U_{\text{applied}} \text{ (V)} = E_{\text{WRC}} - E_{\text{CE}} \)). When a three-electrode arrangement is required because the potential of the working electrode needs to be monitored, the method of constant current electrolysis and constant potential electrolysis are used. Otherwise, the constant current electrolysis and constant voltage electrolysis are used for two-electrode setups. In some cases, it might be useful to substitute a constant potential electrolysis method (a single step potential) by the programmed potential electrolysis, which is made of at least two potential steps in order to manage the catalyst deactivation. In fact, the constant potential electrolysis method (single step) is suitable for reactions either predominated by outer-sphere processes or performed with robust catalytic electrodes that do not suffer from the surface poisoning phenomenon. So in order to retain activity, the main step, i.e., the reaction plateau (lasts tens of seconds), is followed by a shorter pulse (of a duration ranging from milliseconds to a second) at a more positive potential to electro-oxidize the strongly adsorbed species that were previously formed. Sometimes, a third plateau that lasts a few seconds may be necessary at more negative potentials in order to adsorb the organic molecules being studied or to deposit electrocatalytic species (ad-atoms by under potential deposition, \( \text{H}_{\text{ads}} \) or \( \text{OH}_{\text{ads}} \) at the surface used to regulate the catalytic performance. It should be emphasized that the pulsed transition between different plateaux is typically executed by a simple jump of potential can be substituted by a LSV (at a scan rate of at least 100 mV s\(^{-1}\)). Note that programmed potential electrolysis methods must be always accompanied by the single step technique of constant potential electrolysis to ensure that product distribution corresponds exactly to faradic processes of the main plateau.

The fulfillment of an electrolysis experiment by one of these methods assumes that the molecule is reactive under the considered reaction conditions, which is not necessarily obvious. So, preliminary blank and control measurements by CV or LSV in a conventional three-electrode cell are mandatory in order to refine the final composition of the reaction medium. CV (electrode’s potential cycling periodically between two limits at a constant scan rate of typically 1-100 mV s\(^{-1}\)) or LSV (electrode’s potential cycling from one value to another one at a constant scan rate of 1-100 mV s\(^{-1}\)) should be initially recorded in the electrolyte and secondly in the presence of the substrate to determine whether the reactant can be electrooxidized or not. During this experiment, the position of the oxidation peaks should be precisely determined after the ohmic drop correction. Indeed, a potential drop between the reference and working electrodes modelled by “ir” is the result of the ohmic resistance or the uncompensated resistance (\( R_\Omega \), or \( R_i \)) that depends on the conductivity of the electrolyte as well as the geometry and arrangement of the reference and working electrodes in the cell. That uncompensated resistance is sometimes called “solution resistance (\( R_s \))”, which should not be the case for the simple reason that it includes contributions from the electrode connections and electrolyte. Note that the use of extension cables in addition to that of the potentiostat is strongly discouraged since it adds a layer of electrical wiring/contact resistances. However, when it is unavoidable, the length should be kept as minimal as possible. After correction by Eq. (14), the plots are usually called “ir-free voltammograms”.

\[
 E_{\text{real}} \text{ (V vs RE)} = E_{\text{app}} \text{ (V vs RE)} - I \times R_\Omega \tag{14}
\]

where \( E_{\text{app}} \) is the applied value, \( E_{\text{real}} \) is the received value, \( I \) is the electrical current and \( R_\Omega \) is the ohmic resistance.
The emerged and widely employed method to get $R_\text{ct}$ is the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)\textsuperscript{108,109} that can be performed in potentiostatic or galvanostatic mode. Basically, EIS is performed by scanning a range of frequencies from kHz to mHz at amplitudes of few mV for potentiostatic or few µA-mA for galvanostatic and insuring the linearity and stability of the system. Fig. 5a shows Lissajous plots of the alternative potential on x-axis and alternative current on the y-axis, which highlights the cut-off between two regimes. Even if the value of $R_\text{ct}$ is not impacted, this drastically changes the trends from other quantitative data and their interpretation. Visually, when the linearity condition is respected, the plot exhibits a central symmetry with respect to the origin of the plot, Fig. 5a, left side. For a non-linear response, the central symmetry of the plot is not respected, as illustrated in Fig. 5a, right side. In the Bode plot (Fig. 5b), $R_\text{ct}$ corresponds to the value of the impedance at the high frequency region. In a Nyquist plot (Fig. 5c), the intersection of the impedance data with the x-axis at the high frequency leads to the determination of $R_\text{ct}$. There are other ways for the accessing the iR drop, namely the distance variation and the current interrupt methods.\textsuperscript{74,84,103,107} The ohmic potential drop can then be compensated by means of a numerical post-measurement, an automatic positive feedback or a negative resistance; those methods are well explained in Ref.\textsuperscript{107} Further modelling of EIS by representative equivalent electrical circuit is input in Fig. 5c, i.e., $R_\text{ct}+Q\text{CPE}/R_\text{ct}$ wherein $R_\text{ct}$ is the charge transfer resistance and $Q\text{CPE}$ is the constant phase element.\textsuperscript{108,109} In fact, modelling an electrochemical phenomenon with an ideal capacitor (C) implicitly assumes that the surface of the electrode under investigation is homogeneous, which is rarely achievable, if not impossible. So, this lack of homogeneity is modelled with a $Q\text{CPE}$. In some case, it can be useful to add a Warburg element (W) in serial with $R_\text{ct}$ whereas the Warburg impedance models the mass transport, i.e., diffusion. The metric of $R_\text{ct}$ (inversely proportional to rate constant $k^*$, thus to the exchange current density $j_0$) is the ability of the electron-transfer and the difficulty of an electrode reaction for driving larger current density with a less driving force (i.e., overpotential).\textsuperscript{74} For a given electrode, the lower $R_\text{ct}$ is, the higher is the kinetic rate. Fig. 5d depicts the contribution of the $R_\text{ct}$ on the profile of a collected CV. Depending on the value of $R_\text{ct}$ and the magnitude of the current, the potential drop can be from few mV to hundreds of mV, which might not be negligible. This would strongly affect not only the value of the electrode potential to be applied during an electrosynthesis by the constant potential electrolysis method, but also the mechanism descriptors such as the Tafel slope $b$(mV dec$^{-1}$).\textsuperscript{79}

The determination of $R_\text{ct}$ at different electrode potentials and the plotting of $E$ vs $\log(R_\text{ct}^{-1})$ can be used as an alternative method\textsuperscript{110-112} to the classical $E$ vs $\log(j)$ when accessing the value of the Tafel slope. The use of $1/R_\text{ct}$ is simply due to the fact that $R_\text{ct}$ is inversely proportional to the rate constant (thus to the current/current density too), which is a function of the applied potential for a heterogeneous electron-transfer reaction.\textsuperscript{74} Fig. 5e shows an example where $b = 127$ and $118$ mV dec$^{-1}$ before and after iR-drop correction, respectively. Furthermore, the description of the CV of an organic molecule can be finalized by collecting CVs for different scan rates $\nu = 1$-200 mV s$^{-1}$ and by
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**Fig. 5.** Typical characterization of a half-cell reaction by EIS at OCP (0.1 M KOH + 0.1 M glucose, 25 °C). (a) Lissajous plots. (b) Bode diagrams. (c) Complex-plane Nyquist impedance plots. (d) Left y-axis: voltammograms (without and with iR drop) recorded at 50 mV s$^{-1}$; right y-axis: iR drop potential. (e) Tafel plots by $R_\text{ct}$. 
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\textsuperscript{108,109}
plotting \( \log(I_{\text{peak}}) \) vs \( \log(v) \) where: (i) slope = 1 means that the reaction is limited by adsorption (reactants), (ii) slope = 0.5 means that the reaction is limited by diffusion (reactants and products), (iii) slope = 0.5-1 means that the reaction is limited by both adsorption and diffusion, and (iv) slope < 0.5 is translated to as a complex process (adsorption, diffusion, electron transfer). In tandem with classic CV/LSV for substrate and electrolyte concentration effects (orders of reaction, etc.), experiments should be performed at different temperatures for the assessment of the electrochemical activation energy, an important kinetic parameter indicating the activation energy barrier to overcome before the reaction occurs.\(^{51}\) Finally, as a routine, solutions should be outgassed by bubbling an inert gas such as Ar or N\(_2\) prior to electrochemical measurements (the use of N\(_2\) should be justified for low potentials, \(E < -0.7 \text{ V vs RHE}\), since the catalysts could be active for the electrocatalytic N\(_2\) reduction reaction, thus modifying the efficiency).\(^{113,114}\)

3.2.2. Multivariate intermediates and products analysis: in-situ versus ex-situ. Traditional “pure electrochemical methods” (CV, LSV, etc.), whereby electrode activity and dynamics can be visualized in the form of graph, do not provide any specific information on the products and/or intermediates. Whereas ex situ methods allow assessing the final product(s), the use of in situ measurements helps to rationalize an electrochemical process in order to determine the reaction mechanism. The coupling of electrochemical measurements with spectroscopic, spectrometric and chromatographic methods enables improved understanding of the electrochemical processes at the electrode-electrolyte interface and more importantly, the governing mechanism. Spectroelectrochemistry, i.e., the coupling, for example, of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIRS) to electrochemistry experiments is an advanced online technique that enables one to qualitatively assess the nature of the reaction products/intermediates and determine the best electrode potential to be applied for bulk electrolysis during a constant potential electrolysis program. Indeed, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, HPLIC), mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) give only the final and stable reaction products in solution. Spectroelectrochemistry, however, provides relevant and temporal data of high resolution that can be correlated directly with the underlying reaction pathways during an organic molecule electrooxidation.\(^{115-119}\) Depending on the configuration, it can enable the identification of adsorbed species on the electrode surface owing to their interaction with the radiation. A three-electrode spectroelectrochemical cell typically has a CaF\(_2\) infrared (IR) transparent window allowing the beam to pass through a thin layer of electrolyte and to be reflected at an incidence angle. The working electrode consists of a catalytic ink deposited onto a highly reflecting support pressed against the CaF\(_2\) window to obtain a thin layer of electrolytic solution in order to avoid excessive IR beam absorption. Those temporally resolved spectra can be recorded in two different ways. Scanning the electrode potential through CV or LSV known as “single potential alteration infrared spectra (SPAIRS)” is the first method. It consists of recording the electrode reflectivity at different potentials in steps of 10-100 mV at a quasi-steady state scan rate of 0.5-2 mV s\(^{-1}\). Fixing the potential/current and recording spectra at different dwelling times of few seconds to minutes is the second method. Although the data from spectroelectrochemistry are temporally resolved, the approach however often provides qualitative results in addition to the frequent overlaps and uncertainties in the assignment of the bands. Another method might be differential or online electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS, OLEMS), which allows for the identification of volatile species.\(^{120,121}\) Given that the products are not always volatile and intermediates of short lifetime cannot be detected and quantified by DEMS, HPLC (elution by acidic force) and HPLIC (elution by conductivity strength) seem to be the appropriate techniques for investigating the organic molecules oxidation products (aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acids) both at a qualitative and quantitative levels, performed offline\(^{13,51,120-123}\) and even online.\(^{124}\) After bulk electrolysis, in addition to standard separation/purification methods, samples from the reaction media could be passed through an ionic resin to remove electrolytic salts; in the case of alkaline solutions, carboxylates are converted to their protonated forms. The recovered aqueous solution containing the organic species is frozen and lyophilized to remove water by sublimation. Few attempts have been reported for the isolation of the reaction products,\(^{36}\) this well-known practical problem can be very strenuous in aqueous media.\(^{50}\) Furthermore, the ex situ analysis by LC-MS in negative or positive ionization mode enables the determination of the molecular weight of the products. Standard 1D and 2D NMR techniques of \(^1\)H, \(^13\)C, \(^1\)H-\(^13\)C, \(^1\)H-\(^13\)C, and DEPT-135 (to differentiate CH\(_3\) and CH signals to that of CH\(_2\) as well as other heteroatoms) NMR enable to improve assignments towards an unambiguous identification.

4. Advancements in C2 and C3 alcohols electrocatalysis for organic electrosynthesis

4.1. Nanostructured electrocatalysts for active and selective C2 and C3 alcohols oxidation

The range of materials that have been explored for the oxidation of C2-C3 alcohols is relatively broad, ranging from “platinum group” or “noble” metals to transition metals and those within the buzzword of “metal-free”. When the main idea behind the development of nanostructured catalysts for the oxidation of organic molecules is the efficiency with the lowest overpotential and the best selectivity towards value-added product(s), any practical electrode materials should contain at least one element from Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh, and Au. Of course, a catalyst without those elements can be used, but an efficient catalytic activity can be reached only at relatively high electrode
The composition of Pd(0), metallic Pd(0), and the presence of Ru notably boosts the electroactivity of Pd and Pt; the mass current density at the peak follows the order Pt/8Ru/C > Pd/2Ru/C > Pt/C. It can also be seen that Pt/6Ru/C has at least 100 mV negative shift of the onset potential (0.5 V vs RHE compared to 0.6-0.7 V vs RHE for other electrodes). Since the NPs have the same size distribution of 2-5 nm, the significant improvement of the electrocatalytic activity for bimetallic systems can be explained by a dual combination of bifunctional and ligand effects. The difference in terms of the onset potential when Ru is associated with Pt or Pd should result from an initial step that obviously does not occur at Ru active sites. This activation undoubtedly has a correlation with the adsorption of glycerol and more likely OH− since Pt-OH species can be formed at a lower potential than Pd-OH, which has been routinely used to explain the excellent oxidation of CO in alkaline media at E ≤ 0.5 V vs RHE.119 The materials reported by Palma et al.16 have been found to exhibit good stability in 1 M NaOH + 0.5 M glycerol as determined by controlled potential electrolysis at E = 0.7 V vs RHE. Electrolysis in a H-type Pyrex cell using an anion-exchange membrane (Fumasep, FAA, Fumatech) and HPLC analysis reveal that the major oxidation product is glycerate (4-electron selectivity) at Pt-based electrodes and 1,3-dihydroxyacetone (DHA) at Pt-based electrodes. The results imply that the adsorption of glycerol occurs through either one of the primary alcohol function at the extremity of the molecule or the secondary alcohol function, depending of the nature and the composition of the electrode. Those trends in selectivity are in agreement with seminal observations at bulk and nano-electrodes in alkaline media.116,118,121,176 Koper’s group combined online HPLC, OLEM and spectroelectrochemistry to show that on the Pt(111) electrode, glyceraldehyde, glyceric acid, and DHA are the products of glycerol oxidation, while on the Pt(100) electrode, glyceraldehyde was detected as the main product of the reaction in acidic media.176 Glyceridealdehyde is not a stable compound in alkaline media, undergoing a conversion into glycerate. Furthermore, Bi has been found to be a co-catalyst that induces a 2-electron pathway by the secondary alcohol group of glycerol into DHA.118

There was no direct physicochemical evidence that the catalysts reported by Palma et al.16 are alloy, core-shell or “simple bimetallic (made of individual particles)” systems. Figs. 6f-1 show examples of alloy phases that have been screened for C1-C3 electrooxidation (methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol) in alkaline media. Fig. 6f displays the high-angle annular dark field aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) coupled energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping images of CNTs supported PdAg NPs, prepared by an aqueous-phase reduction method.177 Those of the unsupported PdPt nanowire networks138 are reported in Figs. 6e-1. It was found from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that the alloying of Ag to Pd prevents the oxidation of Pd atoms leading to metallic Pd(0), while the majority of the Pd surface in the monometallic Pd/CNT is in the oxidized state Pd(+II).177 As shown in Fig. 6m, the
synthesis of PdPt nanowire networks by mixing H₂PdCl₆, Na₂PdCl₄, KBr, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and NaBH₄ leads to alloys, whereby the binding energies of Pt and Pd shift significantly. The Pt 4f½/2 peak of PdPt is about 1.1–1.3 eV lower than that of pure Pt, whereas that of Pd 3d½/2 negatively shifts by about 1.1 eV compared with monometallic Pd.¹³,¹⁷ XPS patterns of alloyed PdNi, PdAu, and PdAuNi nanosponges¹⁸ also highlighted a shift of Pd energy level. These electronic modifications can be corroborated to the increase in electrocatalytic performance, as shown in Fig. 6n for glycerol electrooxidation in 1 M KOH. The electroanalytical investigation is still remaining at those exotic materials of nanosponges or nanowires to determine whether the change in electronic states may affect the selectivity trend or not.

Another important point to consider during the nanostructuration of electrocatalysts is the “utilization efficiency”, which depends not only on the NPs size, but also on the used synthesis method. Indeed, the presence of organic molecules in the synthesis reactor can constitute a problem in electrochemical applications because it might block some catalytic active sites. Indeed, the presence of organic compounds residues initially introduced as “surfactant or capping agents” and strongly tethered to the surface of the NPs frequently leads to the poisoning of the active sites in terms of either “activity” or “selectivity”. To come up with that, the best compromise in cleaning methods to remove those organics without perturbing the NPs shape is based on chemical/thermal treatments or a relatively fast electrochemical potential cycling at a scan rate of 100-500 mV s⁻¹.¹⁸⁰,¹⁸³ Ideally, surfactant-free methods for the synthesis of nano-electrocatalysts is the best option, such as those reported in Refs.¹³,¹⁴,¹⁵¹,¹⁶⁶,¹⁸⁴,¹⁸⁵ Indeed, it was reported that the PdAg/C and PdNi/C nanomaterials synthesized by the bromide anion exchange method mainly catalyse glycerol electrooxidation to glyc erate and glycolate, as evaluated by ionc chromatography, spectrocatalysis and LC-MS.¹³,¹⁸⁶,¹⁸⁷ This surfactant-free method employs only KBr as an ionic capping agent to regulate the NPs.

Monometallic and alloy nanomaterials are the conceptually simplest approach to fabricate an electrocatalyst. A second class of materials that can be used as electrode materials is core-shell M₁@M₂ and porous NPs or core-shell (Fig. 7a). Among the metals of interest for organics electrooxidation, Au provides the best performance in terms of stability. So using M₁ = Au as the core element to design and synthesize active core-shell electrocatalysts has been found to be an elegant strategy that combines a high density of low-coordinated second metal M₂ atoms at the NPs surface with the Au core to modulate the electronic structure of the M₂ shell.⁵⁵,¹⁶²,¹⁶³ Indeed, the shell thickness can be used as an effective tool to tightly regulate the synergistic effect between the two metals, thus the catalytic properties. Depending on M₂, an upshift of the d-band centre may occur, induced mainly by the expansion of the lattice, which may accelerate the removal of the poisoning intermediates during the alcohol oxidation and the suppressing of the shell oxidation.⁵⁵,¹⁶² Miller et al.⁵⁵ probed the performance of carbon-supported Au@Pd core-shell NPs (Figs.
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Fig. 6. (a-d) TEM images of Pt-based and Pt-based nanoparticles dispersed on Vulcan XC-72 carbon at 40 wt.% metal loading (in insets histograms of the particles size distribution) and the corresponding CVs at 10 mV s⁻¹ in 1 M NaOH in the presence of 1 M glycerol (e). (f) HAADF-STEM-EDS mapping images of a single PdAg of PdAg/CNT catalyst. (g-n) PdPt nanowire networks (NNWs) characterization and performance: (g) TEM, (h) HRTEM, (i) HAADF-STEM, (j,i) elemental mapping, (m) XPS of Pd 3d and (n) CVs at 50 mV s⁻¹ in 1 M KOH + 0.1 M glycerol. (a-e) Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref.¹⁴; Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (f) Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref.¹⁷; Copyright 2017, Elsevier B.V. (g-n) Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref.¹⁵; Copyright 2015, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
7b-e) towards C2–C3 alcohols electrooxidation: ethanol (EtOH), ethylene glycol (EG), glycerol (G), 1,2-propanediol (1,2–P), 1,3-propanediol (1,3–P), and 1,4-butanediol (1,4–B). The STEM-EDX maps show that the size of the Au@Pd core-shell NPs is ca. 10–12 nm with a Pd shell thickness of ~2 nm. Fig. 7f shows that the electrooxidation of EtOH occurs much earlier than other alcohols with an onset potential of 0.35 V vs RHE, about 200 mV lower than G and EG. This result is expected since the chemical structure of EtOH is far less complex than those of EG and G that has two –OH functions. Electrolysis in a flow reactor equipped with an AEM (Tokuyama A201) demonstrated that EtOH is selectively oxidized to acetate without C-C bond cleavage (4-electron selectivity), G oxidation leads to C-C bond scission resulting in a mixture of products (tartronate, oxalate, glycolate, formate), while EG and 1,2-P yield to glycolate and lactate, respectively.55

Table 1 summarizes the performance of those anode materials. The above discussion showed that alloys and core-shell nanostructures enable substantial improvements to the electrocatalytic responses for the oxidation reaction of organic molecules. In electrocatalysis, however, it is possible to combine these two advantages and develop nanophase and nanoalloyed structures comprising either binary or ternary systems via a combination of seed mediated growth and galvanic replacement methods.15,163,188-187 In the case of Au-based electrocatalysts, Ag NPs routinely act as the template during the galvanic displacement since the standard redox potential of Ag+/Ag is greatly lower than that of AuCl4-/Au, 0.80 V vs SHE. Compared to 1.00 V vs SHE. Hence, the galvanic replacement reaction can contribute to the formation of hollow nanostructures. Xu et al.15 synthesized hollow AuAg/Ag core/shell nanostructures (Fig. 7g) by injecting HAuCl4 aqueous solution into an aqueous mixture of trimethyl ammonium chloride (CTAC, capping agent, surfactant) and ascorbic acid (AA, mild reducing agent); before introducing pre-prepared Ag seeds. In this procedure, the tight control of the competition between the galvanic displacement (between AuCl4- and Ag) and co-reduction (AuCl4- and Ag+ ions by AA followed by their co-deposition on the pristine Ag) phenomena at different rates allows regulation of the different types of hierarchical nanostructures of “Au–Ag” core and “Au” shell.15,196,198-203 The combination of the etching, growth and nanostructure provides a smart route to carving out new designs in metal nanofabrication in order to target high electrocatalytic performance such as those displayed in Fig. 7h. The hollow nanostructures have a shell thickness of about 10 nm. In details, the mass activity trend is AuAg: (3486 mA m-gAg-1) > Au-Ag2 (2556 mA m-gAg-1) > Au2Ag (2158 mA m-gAg-1) > Ag (602 mA m-gAg-1), considering the bulk chemical compositions. Note that monometallic Ag is inactive in the considered electrode
potential window. Deeper electrochemical analysis by EIS shows, from the Nyquist plots at 0.3 V vs SCE (Fig. 7i), that the charge-transfer resistance, $R_t$, of the core-shell electrocatalysts is significantly lower than that of the monometallic Au ($R_t$ is the diameter of the depressed semi-circle). It can be observed from Fig. 7i that for all materials, the plots start roughly at the same position, which was expected since the ohmic resistance, $R_o$, does not change tremendously (both Ag and Au are excellent electrical conductors at the working electrode, so they do not impact the total ohmic resistance). However, no electrolysis was performed with those porous materials to determine if the change in the morphology and composition could be impacting the selectivity trend or not. Figs. 7j-q show the results obtained by Li et al.\(^{168}\) who used the percolation dealloying of multimetallic alloys\(^{204-208}\) to intentionally dismiss a less-noble metal together with the nano-restructuring of the more noble one to give up to sponge-like nanoporous architectures with a unique set of structural characteristics of high interest for heterogeneous catalysis. The monitoring of the process to investigate the dealloyed nanospone (NS) obtained after dealloying in 3 M HNO\(_3\) of Au\(_{14}\)Ag\(_{26}\)Cu\(_{4}\) ternary alloy (NS-T) and Au\(_{14}\)Cu\(_{8}\) binary alloy NPs (NS-B), demonstrates that at 45 min, the leaching of Ag and Cu is quite finished (residual Cu and Ag both below 2 at.%). Surprisingly, the electrocatalytic tests in 0.5 M KOH electrolytic solution in the presence of different C1-C3 alcohols (MeOH, ETOH, iPr, EG) shows that the best efficiency is reached for those nanospone materials. It is striking to see from the CV profiles of NS-B and NS-T electrodes within Fig. 7p that during the cathodic sweep, the peak current associated with the surface oxide reduction (formed during the anodic sweep) at 0.9-1.0 V vs SCE is unusually small (the same amount of NS (4.0 μg) was immobilized onto a glassy carbon electrode of 3 mm diameter). The associated ECSA is ca. 4 times higher for NS-T (80 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) compared to NS-B (22 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)). The same trend has been observed for the electrocatalytic responses in the presence of substrates (Fig. 7q), which would mean that Ag is playing a key role. It is argued that residual Ag could stabilize the surface active sites during not only the dealloying, but also the electrocatalytic reactions.\(^{168}\) The authors observed from XPS measurements that while the binding energy of the Au 4f peak remains essentially unchanged in regards to those of bulk Au, both the Cu 2p and Ag 3d peaks significantly down-shift by 0.4 and 0.5 eV, respectively compared to their bulk materials. This set of results underpins the conclusion that residual Ag and Cu remained alloyed with Au participate in its electrocatalytic activity increase in addition to the 3D networks that maximize the exposed number of low coordinated atoms.\(^{188,209}\)

During the last two years, numerous studies showed that other types of electrocatalysts from the above systems to interface-confined hierarchically structured 2D catalysts composed of Pt, Pd, Ag, and Au can enable reaching selectively a 2-electron product from glycerol electrooxidation (in H-type cells), either glyceraldehyde usually trapped because of stability issues (for example by 2,4-dinitrophenyl-hydrazine (2,4-DNPH) solution\(^{20}\) or dihydroxyacetone.\(^{197,210-213}\) This is interesting given the high price of those chemicals compared to the starting material, i.e., glycerol. However, the guiding principle or the driving force behind the selectivity in electrocatalysis or organics in aqueous media is something that is particularly surprising, intriguing and unsolved in literature. This is mainly due to the possibility allowed by electrocatalysis, at a given pressure and temperature (the main regulators in heterogeneous catalysis), to “manipulate” the electrochemical interface by changing the amplitude of the applied electrode potential in a three-electrode adjustment. This has the direct consequence of changing the surface state, and precisely the nature and type of chemical species at the electrode-electrolyte interface, i.e., the adsorption behaviour thereof. Zhou and Zhen observed in 2018 that at a Pd/C-based electrode in a solution of 0.5 M glycerol + 0.5 M KOH, the selectivity towards glyceraldehyde increases while that of the oxalic acid decreases significantly with increasing the applied potential from -0.4 to 0.2 V vs SCE (about 0.6 to 1.2 V vs RHE); the selectivity of glyceric acid is kept unchanged.\(^{211}\) At nanocubes (Pd NCs) dominated by (100) crystallographic facets, the highest glyceraldehyde selectivity (with the presence of tartaronic acid (TA)) was recorded among Pd/C, Pt/C, Pd NCs and Pt@Pd NPs; and interestingly, the applied potential shows limited effects in the selectivity of glyceraldehyde and oxalic acid. At Pt@Pd NPs, glyceric acid is detected with the highest selectivity. Taken together, all those results would indicate that, at Pd-based catalysts, glycerol is first converted into glyceraldehyde via a two-electron transfer process, which is much facilitated at nanocubes because of the dominant Pd(100) facets that have the best driving force in terms of adsorption energy and binding configuration towards the reactant and intermediates.

Earlier in 2016, Garcia et al.\(^{175}\) combined experimental and computational studies of electrochemical glycerol oxidation in acidic media on Pt(111) and Pt(100) bulk electrodes and realized that at Pt(100) surface, the dehydrogenated glycerol intermediate binds to the surface through one double Pt=C bond, yielding glyceraldehyde as the sole reaction product. However, at a Pt(111) surface, the dehydrogenated glycerol intermediate binds to the surface via two single Pt=C bonds, yielding an enediol-like intermediate, which serves as a precursor to both glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone.\(^{176}\) Since both Pt and Pd have a face-centred cubic (fcc) structure, it can thus be summed up that (100) promotes the single binding of dehydrogenated glycerol, while a bridge binding is necessary at (111) surface. Hence, the synthesis methods should be designed in order to yield catalysts that satisfy criteria of several neighbouring and unoccupied active sites as well as allowing enough distance between those active sites if we want to give priority to the bridge binding. Furthermore, it can be readily evaluated for (100), (110) and (111) surfaces of a fcc structure that the occupancy rate – defines to as the surface atoms density – is 78.5, 55.5 and 90.7%, respectively (see calculations in Footnotes\(^{‡}\)). This would mean that, at dense surfaces, glyceraldehydes adsorption occurs via two sequential carbon atoms. This conclusion might hold for other types of polyol organics provided that the spatial conformation makes it possible, such as ethylene glycol but not necessary true for long chain organics, for example carbohydrates wherein the steric effects would prevail.
The electrocatalytic selectivity can be handled by designing multicomponent catalysts (the most effective being bimetallic ones) where the control over the distance between active sites can be sufficient to manage the electrode performance or the foreign (second or third) atoms could block some adsorption pathways). Koper’s group coupled online HPLC and in situ FTIR to interrogate the electrooxidation pathways of glycerol at Pt/C and Bi-modified Pt/C electrodes in acidic media. They came up with the conclusion that Bi not only blocks the pathway for primary alcohol function oxidation, but also provides specific Pt-Bi surface sites for secondary alcohol oxidation, converting glycerol into dihydroxyacetone with a selectivity of 100%, while glyceraldehyde would be obtained in the absence of Bi.\textsuperscript{118} One of the reasons would be a specific coordination of glycerol and other polyols to Bi or Bi-M (M = Pt, Pd, etc.).\textsuperscript{118,214-217}

### Table 1. Comparative performance of nanostructured electrocatalysts for the C2 and C3 alcohols oxidation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Cell setup</th>
<th>Electrolyte method and efficiency</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pd/Vulcan (5 nm particles size)</td>
<td>Glycerol (0.5 M)</td>
<td>NaOH (1 M)</td>
<td>H-type cell with anion-exchange membrane (three-electrode)</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}} = 0.6$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 250$ A g$^{-1}$ at 1.1 V vs RHE by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Selectivity in glycerate by controlled potential electrolysis at E = 0.7 V vs RHE</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtRu/Vulcan (3 nm particles size)</td>
<td>Glycerol (0.1 M)</td>
<td>KOH (1 M)</td>
<td>Conventional three-electrode by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Pd$<em>{55}$Pt$</em>{55}$ is the best active with $E_{\text{onset}} = 0.56$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 86$ mAm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}} = 0.5$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 0.55$ A mg$^{-1}$ at 1.3 V vs RHE at Pd$<em>{55}$Ru$</em>{55}$ by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Selectivity in 1,3-dihydroxyacetone by controlled potential electrolysis at E = 0.7 V vs RHE</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PdPt nanowire networks</td>
<td>Ethylene glycol (0.5 M)</td>
<td>KOH (0.5 M)</td>
<td>Conventional three-electrode by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Pd$<em>{55}$Pt$</em>{55}$ is the best active with $E_{\text{onset}} = 0.56$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 86$ mAm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}} = 0.5$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 0.19$ A mg$^{-1}$ for Pd$<em>{55}$Ni$</em>{55}$ and 0.29 A mg$^{-1}$ for Pd$<em>{55}$Ag$</em>{55}$ at 1 V vs RHE by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Selectivity in glycerate and glycolate by programmed potential electrolysis at $E_{\text{oxidation}} = 0.8$ V vs RHE and $E_{\text{adsorption}} = 1.4$ V vs RHE</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow AuxAg/Au core/shell nanospheres</td>
<td>Ethylene glycol (1 M)</td>
<td>KOH (1 M)</td>
<td>Conventional three-electrode by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Ag$<em>{55}$O$</em>{55}$ is the best active with $E_{\text{onset}} = 0.9$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 4.6$ A mg$^{-1}$ at 1.4 V vs RHE</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}} = 1.0$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 3.5$ A mg$^{-1}$ at 1.6 V vs RHE</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PdAg/Vulcan (3 nm particles size)</td>
<td>Glycerol (0.1 M)</td>
<td>NaOH (0.1 M)</td>
<td>H-type cell with anion-exchange membrane (three-electrode)</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}} = 0.5$ V vs RHE and $j_{\text{peak}} = 0.19$ A mg$^{-1}$ for Pd$<em>{55}$Ni$</em>{55}$ and 0.29 A mg$^{-1}$ for Pd$<em>{55}$Ag$</em>{55}$ at 1 V vs RHE by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. Selectivity in glycerate and glycolate by programmed potential electrolysis at $E_{\text{oxidation}} = 0.8$ V vs RHE and $E_{\text{adsorption}} = 1.4$ V vs RHE</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PdNi/Vulcan (3 nm particles size)</td>
<td>C2-C3 alcohols (2 M)</td>
<td>KOH (2 M)</td>
<td>Conventional three-electrode by CV at 50 mV s$^{-1}$. $E_{\text{onset}}$(V vs RHE) = 0.35 (ethanol), 0.55 (ethylene glycol), 0.54 (glycerol), 0.55 (1,2-propanediol), and 0.44 (1,3-propanediol). $j_{\text{peak}}$(mA mg$^{-1}$) = 2.7 (ethanol), 3.7 (ethylene glycol), 2.1 (glycerol), 3.3 (1,2-propanediol), and 5.0 (1,3-propanediol)</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}}(V vs RHE) = 0.65$ (ethanol, 1 M), 0.65 (isopropanol, 1 M), and 0.65 (ethylene glycol, 0.25 M). $j_{\text{peak}}$(A mg$^{-1}$) = 0.3 (ethanol), 0.15 (isopropanol), and 0.65 (ethylene glycol)</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealloyed Au$<em>3$Ag$</em>{14}$Cu$_2$ nanosponge</td>
<td>EtOH, iPr$_2$ ethylene glycol</td>
<td>KOH (0.5 M)</td>
<td>Conventional three-electrode by CV at 5 mV s$^{-1}$. $E_{\text{onset}}$(V vs RHE) = 0.35 (ethanol), 0.55 (ethylene glycol), 0.54 (glycerol), 0.55 (1,2-propanediol), and 0.44 (1,3-propanediol). $j_{\text{peak}}$(mA mg$^{-1}$) = 2.7 (ethanol), 3.7 (ethylene glycol), 2.1 (glycerol), 3.3 (1,2-propanediol), and 5.0 (1,3-propanediol)</td>
<td>$E_{\text{onset}}(V vs RHE) = 0.65$ (ethanol, 1 M), 0.65 (isopropanol, 1 M), and 0.65 (ethylene glycol, 0.25 M). $j_{\text{peak}}$(A mg$^{-1}$) = 0.3 (ethanol), 0.15 (isopropanol), and 0.65 (ethylene glycol)</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Theoretical and computational insights in C2 and C3 alcohols oxidation

Electrocatalysis is consistently facing the challenge of achieving results that move beyond the classic proof-of-concept towards industrial deployment. In fact, as in any field, the translation is crucial to maintain relevance and support the field. For that, experimentalists and theoreticians are moving forwards together to ensure that the knowledge gained from a model system of “an ideal catalyst” is used to tailor and fabricate “a practical catalyst” while new challenges arisen by the experience of prototype materials are sent back to model.\textsuperscript{77,218}

Different theoretical approaches such as density functional theory (DFT) have been developed to examine the oxidation of C2-C3 alcohols, namely ethanol,\textsuperscript{219-222} ethylene glycol,\textsuperscript{223} and glycerol.\textsuperscript{35,176,224-231} For the electrocatalysis community, the most extracted information is more valuable when a direct correction is made between DFT data wherein the Fermi level potential is commonly expressed in “eV” and those of the electrode/electrical potential traditionally articulated as “V vs SHE” or in the best case as “V vs RHE” (RHE being the universal electrochemical reference that does not depend on the pH of the electrolytes). The relationships of the potential $E$ between the “vacuum scale” and “electrochemical scale” are given below by Eqs. (15-16).\textsuperscript{232-239}

$$E_{\text{ev}} + E(V vs SHE) = -0.44$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$$E_{\text{ev}} + E(V vs RHE) = -0.44 + \frac{2.3RT}{F} \pH$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Miao et al.\textsuperscript{221,240,241} used DFT calculations to access the C-C and C-H scissions at the catalytic surfaces of transition metals Ni, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au. The main goal is to computationally elucidate the catalytic selectivity towards CH$_3$COOH production or CO/CO$_2$ formation. The analysis of the reaction energy barriers (eV scale) suggests that Ni, Ru, Rh, Ir, and Pt can be considered as the C-C bond cleavage catalysts (key
step: $\text{CHCO}^- + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{CH}^+ + \text{CO}_2$, * denotes the active site) while Cu, Ag, Au, and Pd are the C-O bond coupling catalysts (key step: $\text{CH}_2\text{CO}^- + \text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{COOH}^-$). Among the C-C bond cleavage catalysts, Ni and Ir parade as the most efficient catalysts. The case of Ni needs additional studies since it is used for splitting predominantly the C-C bonds in glycerol.\cite{125,126} Wang et al.\cite{219} used DFT to investigate the adsorption behaviour and oxidation mechanisms of EtOH on Pd surfaces, including the closed-packed Pd(111), the stepped Pd(110), and the open Pd(100). The calculations indicate that the energy levels are -2.43, -2.40, and -2.06 eV for EtOH-Pd(100), EtOH-Pd(110), and EtOH-Pd(111), respectively. The minimum distance between the atoms in the EtOH molecule and the Pd surface is 2.26, 2.27 and 2.38 Å, respectively. In other words, the interaction between EtOH and Pd(100) is much stronger than those of Pd(111), meaning that the first step, dehydrogenation of EtOH, is much favourable at Pd(100). For ethylene glycol, it was found by DFT calculations that its decomposition on terraced and stepped Pt surfaces of Pt(111) and Pt(211) is much favourable than the C-C bond scission compared to the C-H one.\cite{223} However, one should be aware of the conclusions resulting from a pure DFT study that do not take into account the effects of the double catalytic layer, subject to changes depending on the operational electrocatalytic conditions.

Garcia et al.\cite{176} described a combined experimental and DFT study of the structure sensitivity of glycerol electrooxidation in acidic media, employing bulk surfaces of Pt(111) and Pt(100) as model catalysts given the high probability to obtain experimentally those surfaces from NPs synthesis methods. In fact, under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, the shape of the crystals is described by the Wulff theorem; and for an element with a crystal symmetry $fcc$, the polyhedron corresponding to the most stable thermodynamic form for a NPs is a truncated octahedron, which is particularly true for supported NPs.\cite{242,243} For Au, Pt and Pd (the most active in organics electrooxidation), this means that NPs synthesized for practical applications are mostly composed of (100) and (111) faces. The DFT calculation results demonstrate that the first dehydrogenation step of glycerol on Pt(111) preferentially abstracts the hydrogen atoms that are connected to the carbon, which was in agreement with earlier findings of Liu and Greeley.\cite{176,226} Indeed, in a combined DFT, thermochemical and kinetic study of the energy decomposition pathways of glycerol via C-H, O-H, and C-C bonds scission on Pt(111), the authors found that glycerol dehydrogenation products at intermediate levels of dehydrogenation (“C-H bond scission”) are the most thermochemically stable.\cite{226} Their results also suggest that C-C bonds are only broken after glycerol is “significantly dehydrogenated”, meaning that mesoxalate (or mesoxalic acid, see Fig. 3) could be a potential final reaction product at Pt(111) surface at moderate electrode potentials. In the course of the sequential oxidation, the second step is the dehydrogenation that involves the breaking of a C-H bond since the entire intermediates that adsorb through O-H bond breaking are found to be at least 0.5 eV less favourable than those adsorbing through carbon.\cite{176} It can thus be generally argued that, the electrocatalytic oxidation of polyols such as alcohols and carbohydrates occurs through a successive C-H bonds scission; rarely, if not never by those of “O-H” or “C-O”. The main difference between Pt(111) and Pt(100) is that, at Pt(111) surface, the resulting 2-electron and 2-protons dehydrogenation intermediate binds to the surface through two single Pt-C bonds yielding to an enediol-like intermediate, which serves as a precursor to both glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone products. On Pt(100) surface however, it binds to the surface through one double Pt-C bond, yielding to glyceraldehyde as the only product.

Figs. 8a-b shows mechanistic sketches from combined DFT and experimental study reported by Valter et al.\cite{231} It should be stressed, however, that the experimental part is just about CV of a polycrystalline Au electrode in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ and 0.1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ (with and without glycerol). No quantitative online or *ex situ* analysis was carried out to support the postulated chemical structures of intermediate and products. According to the authors, adsorbed glycerol is the starting point with the dehydrogenation of the secondary carbon (1ab, requiring 0.39 V vs RHE, Fig. 8b), and the secondary hydroxyl group, forming dihydroxyacetone (2a, -0.31 V vs RHE). After that, the removal of hydrogen from the primary carbons leads to a six-membered ring (3a, 0.42 V vs RHE) and a five-membered ring (4a, 0.40 V vs RHE) with the Au surface. These first steps that propose a "metal-O" adsorbed species are radically opposed to those previously discussed, from Koper (methods of DFT, CV, HPLC, OLEMS and spectroelectrochemistry)\cite{176} and Greeley (method of DFT),\cite{226} which rather highlight “metal-C” adsorbed intermediates. It should also be noted, however, that the proposals are very superficial since they do not integrate contributions from OH adsorption, which would lead to carboxylate or carbonate products. Although there is no experimental study to date on Au(111) surface combining electrolysis, HPLC and DFT, it is highly unlikely that the only product resulting from glycerol electrooxidation is CO. The only meaningful way to unambiguously determine whether the adsorbed intermediate from the first step of C-H bond scission binds via “metal-C” or “metal-O” is to develop highly sensitive electrochemistry-coupled probes such as FTIR and Raman spectroscopies, which allow interrogating the bond.
Fig. 8. Catalytic routes of glycerol dehydrogenation on Au(111), presented as (a) catalytic cycles and (b) energy landscape. The two most favourable complete dehydrogenation routes to CO are marked in red with squares and blue with circles, respectively, while a path ending in adsorbed glyceraldehyde is shown in green with triangles. Potential determining step (PDS in V vs RHE) is marked for each route. Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 231; Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

4.3. C2 and C3 alcohols fuelled fuel cells for simultaneous production of electricity and chemicals

The direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFCs) testing and validation have been dominated for a long time by methanol and the research is mainly conducted in acidic media.\(^9,82,244-248\) The term “direct” means that there is no reforming step of the fuel before the reaction at the anode. For example, NaBH\(_4\) can be used to firstly release H\(_2\) that will further be oxidized. For other C2-C3 polyols, ethanol is the most investigated in both acidic and alkaline conditions (for full and detailed overview, readers can refer to Ref.\(^{249}\))\(^{250-255}\) Fuel cell testing under acidic environments is routinely performed with Nafion\(^\circledR\) 117 or 115 as the proton exchange membrane (PEM) which has benefited from intense R&D over the last 50 years. For polymer electrolyte DAFCs utilizing a hydroxyl anion exchange membrane (AEM),\(^{256-258}\) the threshold in terms of ionic conductivity and chemical/thermal stability and all over, the long-term durability is low compared to PEM devices. The last three years have witnessed significant advances that should be continued.\(^{37-40,258}\)
Fig. 9. (a) Direct ethanol fuel cell performance (5.29 cm², 80 °C, Nafion® 117 PEM) at Pt/C electrode cathode (humidified O₂, pO₂ = 2.0 bar, flow = 60 mL min⁻¹) and different anodes [(EtOH) = 2.0 M, pO₂ = 1.0 bar, 60 mL min⁻¹]. (b-e) Electrical performance of direct alcohol fuel cell (5 cm², 80 °C, Tokuyama A901 AEM) with Fe-based cathode catalyst (Acta 2020 at 3.0 mg Pt/C g⁻¹, 200 sccm O₂, ambient pressure) with different anode catalysts (0.5 mg g⁻¹, 6.0 M KOH + 3.0 M fuel, 4.0 mL min⁻¹): (b) methanol, (c) ethanol, (d) ethylene glycol and (e) glycerol. (f, g) SPIARS spectra of the (f) Pt-SnO₂/C and (g) PtMoRh₃SnO₂/C electrocatalysts at potentials varying from 0.05 to 1.2 V vs RHE (1 mV s⁻¹, spectra recorded every 50 mV) in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ containing 1.0 M EtOH: reference spectrum taken at 0.05 V vs RHE. (h-i) Stability operation of direct glycerol FC at a cell voltage of 0.2 V for 2 h (60 °C) and 4 h (80 °C) at different anode catalysts (0.5 mg g⁻¹, 6.0 M KOH + 1.0 M glycerol, 23.5 mL, 1.0 mL min⁻¹) and Fe-based cathode catalyst (Acta 2040, 3 mg g⁻¹, high purity O₂, 100 mL min⁻¹, ambient pressure). Tokuyama A901 AEM: (h) Selective in C-C bond cleavage and fuel efficiency; (i) the corresponding amperometric ivs t trazes. (a, f, g) Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 195. Copyright 2016, Elsevier B.V. (d–e, h–i) Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 176. Copyright 2016, Elsevier B.V.

Fig. 9a shows the direct ethanol fuel cell performance (80 °C, Nafion® 117 PEM) at Pt/C cathode (humidified O₂ at 2 bar and 60 mL min⁻¹) and different anode materials (2 M EtOH supplied at 1 bar and 60 mL min⁻¹), while Figs. 9f-g display the SPAIRS spectra recorded every 50 mV at 1 mV s⁻¹ for Pt-SnO₂/C and PtMoRh₃SnO₂/C electrodes (0.05 to 1.2 V vs RHE). The electrical performance is much higher for trimetallic systems; for instance PtMoRh₃SnO₂/C electrocatalyst with P_max = 37 mW cm⁻² reached at 117 mA cm⁻² (0.32 V cell voltage). According to the authors, the high electrical performance of the ternary anode catalysts resulted from the synergistic effects due to the double incorporation of rhodium and tin oxide into the platinum electrode, which promotes the oxidative removal of adsorbed intermediates and increases the power density. In Fig. 9f-g, specific bands of acetaldehyde (928 and 1367 cm⁻¹) assigned to C-C-O asymmetric stretching and CH₃ symmetric deformation) and acetic acid (1280 and 1390 cm⁻¹ attributed to C-O stretching and -OH deformation; broad band centred at 2616 cm⁻² from ν(C-H) asymmetric stretching of the -CH₃ group) indicate their formation as intermediates or products. Additionally, the bands between 2030 and 2055 cm⁻¹ corresponding to the linearly adsorbed CO at Pt sites and those at 2345 cm⁻¹ for O=C=O asymmetric stretching highlight the formation of products from C-C bond cleavage, i.e. CO and CO₂ at higher potential values. These in situ investigations indicate that acetaldehyde, acetic acid, CO and CO₂ are possible EtOH electrooxidation intermediates or final products. Quantitatively, the reported 4 h long-term electrolysis (acetaldehyde is trapped in 0.2 wt.% 2,4-DNPH solution prepared with 2 M HCl and CO₂ is entrapped in 0.1 M NaOH) at 0.6 V vs RHE in a conventional H-type cell followed by product determination by HPLC shows that the selectivity towards 4-electron process (acetic acid) is 85-98%; the remaining being shared between CO₂ (1-15%) and acetaldehyde (0.04%). For the same conversion, the best selectivity in acetic acid is achieved at PtMoRh₃SnO₂/C, about 98.5% whilst the best performing catalyst (PtMoRh₃SnO₂/C) in terms of power density enables 84.7% selectivity. These data show that for the cogeneration in fuel cells, i.e., the simultaneous production of electricity and chemicals, a compromise needs to be made between the “faradaic yield” and the “selectivity”.

Compared to those fuel cells that operate with acetic electrolytes, the AEM-based technology is not mature and has to deal with the inherent presence of CO₂ in air, which is supplied at the cathode. In some cases, the origin of “CO₂⁺” just results from the complete oxidation of the organic fuel. CO₂ presence induces not only the consumption of OH⁻, but also the formation of carbonate species that precipitate (CO₂(aq) + 2OH⁻(aq) → CO₃⁻(aq) + H₂O(l)) and shrinks the overall operating cycle. For those scientific and technological reasons, DAFCE-AEM technologies should utilize high purity O₂ at the cathode and use highly selective anode electrocatalysts that do not provoke C-C bond cleavage when fuelled with an organic molecule. The direct implication is that these energy conversion sources should be intended to power only stationary devices where the risk of pure O₂ handling is lower.
During the last decade, Li’s group reported some pioneering works regarding the use of AEM for DAFC (methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol and glycerol), especially for cogeneration of electricity and valuable chemicals. Figs. 9b-e and 9h-l show the electrical performance of DAFC fuelled with the above alcohols (80 °C, Tokuyama A901 AEM) with Fe-based cathode catalyst (Acta 4020 at 3 mg\textsubscript{catalyst} cm\textsuperscript{-2}, 200 sccm O\textsubscript{2}, ambient pressure) and different anode catalysts (0.5 mg\textsubscript{vdPd} cm\textsuperscript{-2}, 6 M KOH + 3 M fuel, 4 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}) together with the corresponding selectivity/stability of a direct glycerol fuel cell at a cell voltage of 0.2 V. For the PdAg/CNT anode catalyst that has shown the best activity during the half-cell study by CV, DAFC-AEM fuelled with methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol and glycerol have $P_{\text{max}}$ = 135, 202, 245 and 276 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2} (about 23, 43, 53 and 53% higher than that of monometallic Pd/CNT, respectively). From Fig. 9i, ([fuel efficiency] = [product selectivity] × [glycerol conversion]), the quantitative data after 2 h of electrocatalytic oxidation in a direct glycerol fuel cell at 60 °C show that the selectivity of C\textsubscript{2} oxalate on Pd/CNT, PdAg/CNT and PdAg\textsubscript{3}/CNT is about 9, 23 and 32%, while the corresponding conversion of glycerol is 55, 49 and 47%, respectively; indicating that the addition of Ag contributes to the C-C bond cleavage of C\textsubscript{3} glycerol to C\textsubscript{2} oxalate and lowers glycerol conversion. Indeed, in the absence of Ag, higher selectivity towards tartronate is reached at Pd/CNT. So, it comes that the introduction of Ag atoms to form an nanoalloy phase with Pd atoms leads to the suppressing of the hydroxyl group deprotonation process and accelerates the aldehyde oxidation process, which are found to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode catalyst</th>
<th>Cathode catalyst</th>
<th>Separator</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pd/Ti nanotube arrays</td>
<td>Fe-Co/Carbon (2 mg cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Tokuyama A201 (28 μm) anion exchange membrane</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Fuel (10 wt% alcohol in 2 M aqueous KOH) at 4 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}; O\textsubscript{2} at the cathode at 100 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}; effective area = 1 cm\textsuperscript{2}. Anode (1.5 mg\textsubscript{Pd} cm\textsuperscript{-2}); $P_{\text{max}}$ (mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}) = 210 (ethanol), 170 (ethylene glycol), and 160 (glycerol) at 80 °C. Anode (6 mg\textsubscript{Pd} cm\textsuperscript{-2}); $P_{\text{max}}$ (mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}) = 335 (ethanol) at 80 °C. Selectivity at j = 100 mA cm\textsuperscript{-2}: ethanol (100% acetate), ethylene glycol (35% glycolate, 35% oxalate, 20% CO\textsubscript{2}, 10% HCO\textsubscript{3}), glycerol (60% glycerate, 20% tartronate, 10% CO\textsubscript{2}, 10% HCO\textsubscript{3})</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Vulcan (1 mg\textsubscript{Pt} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>HYPERMECTM catalyst (Fe-Cu-N4/C, Acta) (1 mg cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Tokuyama A201 (28 μm) anion exchange membrane</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Anode (2 M KOH + 1 M glycerol), Cathode (O\textsubscript{2} at 99.999% purity, supplied at 0.400 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}), cell temperature = 80 °C; effective area = 1 cm\textsuperscript{2}. Pure O\textsubscript{2}; $P_{\text{max}}$ = 270 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2} = 0.54 W mg\textsubscript{precious metal}\textsuperscript{-1}. Air: $P_{\text{max}}$ = 200 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2} = 0.40 W mg\textsubscript{precious metal}\textsuperscript{-1}. High purity glycerol (99.8%): $P_{\text{max}}$ = 285 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtCo/multiwall carbon nanotube (0.5 mg\textsubscript{Pt} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Fe-Cu-N4/Carbon (Acta 4020) (3 mg\textsubscript{catalyst} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Tokuyama A901 (10 μm) anion exchange membrane</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Anode (6 M KOH + 3 M crude glycerol (88 wt%) at 4 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}), cathode (200 mL min\textsuperscript{-1} O\textsubscript{2} or 2000 mL min\textsuperscript{-1} regular air), ambient pressure, temperature = 80 °C. Pure O\textsubscript{2}; $P_{\text{max}}$ = 270 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2} = 0.54 W mg\textsubscript{precious metal}\textsuperscript{-1}. Air: $P_{\text{max}}$ = 200 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2} = 0.40 W mg\textsubscript{precious metal}\textsuperscript{-1}. High purity glycerol (99.8%): $P_{\text{max}}$ = 285 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}.</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PdAg/carbon nanotube (0.5 mg\textsubscript{Pt} cm\textsuperscript{-2}) for Pd, 1 mg cm\textsuperscript{-2} for PdAg, and 2 mg cm\textsuperscript{-2} PdAg\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>Fe-Cu-N4/Carbon (Acta 4020) (3 mg\textsubscript{catalyst} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Tokuyama A901 (10 μm) anion exchange membrane</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>$P_{\text{max}}$ (mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}) = 77 (Pd\textsubscript{Ag}), 72 (PdAg\textsubscript{3}), 52 (Pd) for anode = 2 M KOH + 1 M glycerol (4 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}), cathode = O\textsubscript{2} (200 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}), ambient pressure and temperature = 60 °C. Product selectivity at PdAg\textsubscript{3} (anode at 1 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}, cathode at 100 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}, voltage = 0.1 V, temperature = 60°C, duration = 2 h): oxalate (36%), glycolate (21%), tartronate (26%), mesoxalate (2%), glycerate (14%), lactate (1%). At PdAg\textsubscript{3}, P\textsubscript{max}(mW cm\textsuperscript{-2}) = 202 (ethanol), 245 (ethylene glycol), 276 (glycerol) at 80 °C.</td>
<td>177, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh/Vulcan (1 mg\textsubscript{Ruthenium} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Pt/Vulcan (0.4 mg\textsubscript{catalyst} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Tokuyama A-201 anion exchange membrane</td>
<td>Electrolysis cell</td>
<td>Anode (2 M KOH + 2 M alcohol) at 1 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}. Temperature = 60 °C, effective area = 5 cm\textsuperscript{2}. H\textsubscript{2} production (Nm\textsuperscript{3} m\textsuperscript{-2}) = 3 (ethanol), 2.8 (1,2-propandiol), 5.4 (ethylene glycol), 4.3 (glycerol); energy consumption (kWh kg\textsuperscript{-1}H\textsubscript{2}) = 9.6 (ethanol), 14.4 (1,2-propandiol), 11.0 (ethylene glycol), 12.6 (glycerol). Glycerol' selectivity at 0.7 V: glycerate (46%), tartronate (23%), carbonate (18%), formate (8%), glycolate (3%), oxalate (2%)</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt\textsubscript{9}Bi\textsubscript{3}/Vulcan (1.6 mg\textsubscript{metal} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Pt/Vulcan (1.6 mg\textsubscript{metal} cm\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>Blotting paper</td>
<td>Electrolysis cell</td>
<td>Cell area = 5 cm\textsuperscript{2}. Temperature = 20 °C. 2 M NaOH + 2 M glycerol at 20 mL min\textsuperscript{-1} at both anode and cathode. H\textsubscript{2} production (Nm\textsuperscript{3} h\textsuperscript{-1} m\textsuperscript{-2}) = 0.11 and 0.23, corresponding to electrical energy consumption of 1.3 and 1.65 kWh Nm\textsuperscript{-3}H\textsubscript{2}. Selectivity: glyceraldehyde (80%), glycerate (10), hydroxypropylene (4), tartronate (6%).</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be more effective on Pd and Ag, respectively. In another comparative study of glycerol DAFC-AEM utilizing anode nanocatalysts of Au/C (2-6 nm particles size) and Pt/C (1-4 nm), mesoxalate is produced with high selectivity of 46% from the glycerol electrooxidation on Au/C at an operating voltage of 0.3 V, whilst very small amounts of mesoxalate (selectivity < 3%) were obtained on a Pt/C anode catalyst. It was also found that the product distribution strongly depends on the anode and Au promotes the deeper oxidation of glycerol without affecting the C-C bonds to afford fully-oxidized C3 mesoxalate at lower electrode potential of 0.4-0.7 V vs RHE, the normal working range for anode potential in DAFC-AEM. This represents the possibility of harvesting the maximum number of electrons without altering the C-C bond (i.e. 8). However, at much higher potentials up to 1.2 V vs RHE in an electrolysis cell, glycolate is the major product with a selectivity of 65% and no mesoxalate. The formation of C2 product of glycolate means that a C1 product is jointly released (carbonate or formate), which is not a positive point in terms of cogeneration. A resume of the performance for the different types of fuel cells is reported in Table 2. These results definitely underpin the relationship between the surface state and the selectivity in electrocatalysis of organic molecules.

4.4 C2 and C3 alcohol-fuelled electrolysis cells for clean hydrogen generation and chemicals synthesis

The previous discussion focused on the utilization of the biomass-derived alcohols in order to produce simultaneously electrical energy and value-added chemicals. For practical realization, even though those organics have moderate gravimetric energy density of 5-9 kWh kg⁻¹ (compared to H₂ that has the highest value of 33 kWh kg⁻¹), the organic-to-electricity efficiency in low temperature solid alkaline membrane fuel cells remains well below the expectation: H₂ oxidising fuel cells (PEM or AEM) enable achieving Pmax = 1-2 W cm⁻², while Pmax = 0.2 W cm⁻² is hardly achieved with a single cell fuel cell fed with organics. An appealing strategy is their electroreforming in order to combine the production of valuable chemicals with that of high purity H₂ at low temperature and atmospheric pressure.

Figs. 10a-b shows the electrolysis curves in 2 M KOH fed Pt/C cathode and 2 M KOH + 2 M fed Rh/C anode (Tokuyama A-201 AEM, cell area of 5 cm², flow rate of 30 mL min⁻¹, temperature of 60 °C). The polarization curve shows that ethanol enables achieving the best kinetics. Deeper analysis after galvanostatic discharge at 125 mA until the cell potential reaches the value of 0.65 V (Fig. 10b) followed by quantification by HPLC, NMR, and a "Bronkhorst mass specific hydrogen-calibrated flow-meter" show that the H₂ production rate is about 3, 3, 5 and 4 Nm³ m⁻² for ethanol (100% acetate selectivity), 1,2-propanediol (98% lactate selectivity), ethylene glycol (76% Glycolate selectivity) and glycerol (46% glyceral and 23% tartarone selectivities) for an energy consumption of 10, 14, 11 and 13 kWh kg⁻¹H₂. At the
cathode, a 100% faradaic efficiency was obtained, which is obvious since, except the electrode degradation, the only faradaic response is \(2H_2O(l) + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2(g) + 2OH^-(aq)\). Conclusively, the utilization of ethanol in a production of acetate as valuable chemical and \(H_2\) fuel at 9.6 kWh kg\(^{-1}\)\(H_2\), i.e., an electrical energy saving of 35.4 kWh kg\(^{-1}\)\(H_2\) in comparison to the DOE (U.S. Department of Energy) target for PEM water electrolyser stacks, 45 to 43 kWh kg\(^{-1}\)\(H_2\) by 2020.\(^{\text{265}}\) Fig. 10c shows the performance obtained in glycerol electrolysis, indicating that in addition to glyceric acid (S-G.A.), lactic acid (S-L.A.) can be obtained under certain conditions of high current density.\(^{\text{54}}\)

Lucas-Consuegra et al.\(^{\text{263}}\) investigated the effect of the counter ion on the performance of ethanol electrolysis in AEM-based electrolyser (Pt/C cathode, Pd/C anode, Tokuyama A901 AEM). Polarization curves in Fig. 10d evidence that KOH is a more suitable electrolyte than NaOH, especially at high current density (cell voltage > 0.8 V) where the fuel demand is much higher. This expected difference in electrocatalysis is ascribed to non-covalent interactions between hydrated cation \(OH_M^+(H_2O)_x\) (M = Na, K) and \(OH_H^+\) on the electrode surface of number of metals.\(^{\text{267-271}}\) According to this theory, the hydration energy increases when the size of the alkali metal decreases, which means a much higher accumulation of Na\(^+\)(H\(_2\)O\(_x\)) species on the metallic surface. The consequence is a reduction of the number of available active sites, which is especially decisive at high current densities where fuel demand is very important. Fig. 10f shows that the \(H_2\) volume increases linearly with the current density, in line with the Faraday's law. It was also observed that the electrolyser could work continuously over 150 h producing highly pure \(H_2\) (99.9999%) at the cathode and potassium acetate as the main anodic product, which means that no pollutant CO, CO\(_2\) or CO\(_2\) species are produced. Fig. 10e indicates that until a cell voltage of 1.2 V, no production of \(H_2\) is feasible from water electrolysis, whereas a current density of 0.5 A cm\(^{-2}\) can be achieved in the presence of ethanol. The electricity consumption for the constructed electrolysis cell was evaluated to be 19-30 kWh kg\(^{-1}\)\(H_2\), which is still lower than water electrolysis, but significantly higher, compared to other organics-based electrolysis systems.\(^{\text{56,261}}\) Table 2 gathers the selectivity and conversion at different applied potentials for different anode catalysts of Pt/C, PtBi/C, and PtSb/C in 0.5 M \(H_2SO_4\) + 0.1 M glycerol (60 °C, 10 h). The energy efficiency and economics analysis by considering the costs and revenues of the electrocatalytic and non-electro catalytic glycerol oxidation strategies are gathered in Fig. 11b, which shows the selectivity and conversion at different applied potentials for different anode catalysts of Pt/C, PtBi/C, and PtSb/C in 0.5 M \(H_2SO_4\) + 0.1 M glycerol (60 °C, 10 h). The energy efficiency and economics analysis by considering the costs and revenues of the electrocatalytic and non-electro catalytic glycerol oxidation strategies are gathered in Fig. 11b, which shows that by adding an income from \(H_2\), the electrolytic glycerol pathway could be an advantageous option. The model for the integrated process of electrolytic glycerol oxidation theoretically takes into consideration the separation and recovery (glyceraldehyde, glycric acid, and hydroxypryuvic acid), heat production, wastewater treatment, storage, etc. The initially introduced \(H_2SO_4\) as electrolyte and present in the final liquid mixture is removed by precipitation with Ca(OH)\(_2\), distillation columns separate the mixture according to the boiling points of its components [glyceric acid (272 °C), hydroxypryuvic acid (257 °C), glyceraldehyde (208 °C), and...
water (100 °C), which leads to high recovery rates (>95-99%) with high purities (> 99 wt%). Based on this script, the minimum selling price (MSP, the price that makes the net present value equal to zero) of glyceraldehyde for the electrocatalytic process would be $2.30/kg compared to $4.91/kg for the non-electrocatalytic process. Considering that the model was based on an electrochemical cell without a separating membrane between the anode and cathode compartments, additional costs are to be expected.

5. Advancements in the valorisation of biomass by co-generative electro-conversion

5.1. Oligosaccharides electro-conversion

5.1.1. Enzymatic and microbial electrocatalysis. The central motivation behind the use of high carbon content biomass-derivate such as oligosaccharides is not the complete oxidation to CO2. For example, 24e- could be harnessed within a fuel cell per molecule of glucose by considering total oxidation to CO2. Given the increasing environmental issues and the high cost associated with CO2 transformation, the capital gain seems to be extremely low, if not negative. Then the reliable strategy should be a sequential oxidation without attacking the carbon skeleton. To this end, enzymatic and microbial electrocatalysts (so-called “bioelectrocatalysts”) can be seen as the most efficient. The emerged enzymes that oxidized their substrates at the anomic (C1) position (2-electron) are glucose oxidase (GOx), flavin adenine dinucleotide-dependent glucose dehydrogenase (FAD-GDH), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide-dependent glucose dehydrogenase (NAD-GDH), pyrroloquinoline quinone-dependent glucose dehydrogenase (PQQ-GDH), cellobiose dehydrogenase (CDH), fructose dehydrogenase (FDH), pyranose oxidase (POx) and pyranose dehydrogenase (PDH).272-281 It should be noted that FAD-GDH and CDH are promising alternatives to GOx because they do not utilize molecular oxygen as their electron acceptor, thus the efficiency is retained in the presence of O2. Many examples of glucose, fructose, and analogues can be found in the large literature of the biofuel cell science.33,281-286 Furthermore, since most oxidase and dehydrogenase enzymes only catalyze two-electron oxidation of substrates, enzyme cascades appear to be a solution for a deep oxidation and even complete oxidation of fuels, which require advancements in scaffolding for substrate channeling.274,282,287-289

The majority of bioelectrocatalysts (GOx, GDH, CDH, FDH) is limited to specific substrates. Minteer’s group reported a commercial genetically modified GOx (Amano Enzyme Inc., Japan) with enhanced promiscuity that is capable of oxidizing multiple mono-, di-, and poly-saccharides.274,289 This promiscuous GOx with broader substrate specificity is termed bGOx and utilizes a ferrocene-based redox hydrogel (linear polyethyleneimine (LPEI) grafted with dimethylferrocene (FcMe2)) with a propyl linker, FcMe2-C3-LPEI) that facilitated mediated electron transfer (MET) between the active site in the enzyme and the carbon electrode.273,290 Hence, the combination of bGOx and PDH within the same electrode architecture should lead to a bioelectrode that performs multiple oxidations of a range of saccharides, as shown in Figs. 12a-h. For the bioelectrocatalysts, it is very easy to determine if a measured current signal results from active site or just “a background”. This can be done by the denatured enzyme controls typically performed by heating (100 °C for a tens of minutes), whereby the biocatalytic activity of the enzyme is efficiently suppressed. Fig. 12g shows the different possibilities to use a bi-enzymatic bioelectrode in which dPDH and dBGOx refer to as denatured enzymes. It should be kept in mind that in a cascade reaction, even at the best scaffold, the recorded total current (I) is not always the mathematical addition of the partial currents (Iα) for the simple fact that the number of the active sites solicited for a given elementary step p is not necessary that will be used for the further step q, or they will not occur simultaneously. So even though PDH oxidizes saccharide molecules at their C2 and/or C3 positions (4-electron transfer) whereas bGOx exclusively oxidizes them at the C1 position (2-electron transfer), the current density associated with the biobioelectrocatalyst “PDH+bGOx” that has an overall exchange number of electrons (nexp) of “nexp = 4 + 2 = 6” will not be a simple mathematical addition of those of PDH and bGOx. This can be experimentally seen in Figs. 12a-f for CVs and Fig. 12h for the experimental exchanged number of electrons per substrate molecule based on the electrolysis (nexp). Since nexp is lower than the theoretical prediction nexp = 6, it was argued that the reaction may lead to a mixture of two reaction products, one from C1+C2/C3 (meaning 2 + 2 = 4 electrons) and another from C1+C2+C3 (meaning 2+2+2 = 6 electrons), whereby the value of nexp will be between 4 and 6, as obtained experimentally. This is very plausible, since nexp determined for glucose oxidized at PDH electrode is about 7% lower than the expected value of 4.

There is however a number of restrictions regarding the biological electrocatalysts, the limitation in terms of pH and temperature range and those from the proper orientation of enzymes at the electrodes in order to maximize the number of active sites. The direct consequence is the lower electrical current produced by fuel/electrolysis cells fuelled by those organics, the current density rarely surpasses 1 mA cm−² and the systems cannot operate for hundreds/thousands of hours continuously. In the other side, “abiotic electrocatalysts” can rarely enable reaching comparative selectivity. Then, one logical solution that takes the advantages of both systems is a combination of materials science and bioelectrochemical engineering to design advanced electrodes with switchable surface properties. This could lead to a “hybrid electrode” with much higher current density and prolonged lifetime. Indeed, the efficiency of the biological electrocatalysts depends on the proper electrical contact between the redox protein center and the electrode surface, which hereafter limits the turnover of the electron transfer. For example, one possibility can be an Au electrode design (Section 5.1.2., Au has excellent selectivity in
the oligosaccharide electrooxidation by their C1-position) to maximize proteins recognition for better cross-linking. For instance, shape-controlled nanocrystals with different crystallographic facets Au(hkl) could lead to a kind of hierarchical Au(hkl)-biomolecule (enzyme and its cofactors) for an efficient electrochemical oxidation of substrates.

5.1.2. Nanostructured electrocatalysts for active and selective oxidation. Despite the fact that Pt is the best electrocatalyst for oligosaccharides, Au is by far the material of choice when it comes to control the oxidation of the carbon chain, i.e. the selectivity. Indeed, monometallic Au exhibits not only remarkable catalytic activity towards aldehydes and hemiacetals, but also high selectivity for carbohydrates by their anomeric position leading to value-added chemicals. For example, gluconic acid is a mild organic acid with tremendous interest in various fields as a raw material or in its derivative forms of δ/γ-gluconolactone, sodium and calcium salts (used in food, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic industries). To implement this selectivity trends in electrocatalysis for fuel cells and electrolysis cells, many synthesis methods have been developed to fabricate supported and unsupported NPs in order to interrogate the effect of the support, shape and (hkl) facets. The 2011's report of Wang et al. appeared to be the first works on the shape-dependent electrocatalytic activity of monodispersed Au nanocrystals towards glucose oxidation. Authors used a seed-mediated growth method to fabricate three types of Au polyhedra, rhombic dodecahedra, octahedra and cubes, which have the low-index (110), (111) and (100) facets, respectively. The catalytic tests in 0.1 M NaOH + 10 mM glucose showed that (100)-bonded cubic Au nanocrystals are significantly more active than the (110)-bonded rhombic dodecahedral and (111)-bonded octahedral Au nanocrystals. Hebié and co-workers produced different morphologies of AuNPs and observed that the contribution of the (100) facet on the electrocatalytic activity is much important than other low-index. In 2015, it was reported a drastic enhancement of the electrocatalytic reactivity of glucose molecules at the surface of catalysts based on “bare” unprotected gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) synthesized by the laser ablation method in pure deionized water, surpassing the performance of conventional chemically synthesized AuNPs and other metals/alloy-based catalysts. It should be emphasized that, by comparing the activity of AuNPs obtained in the absence and presence of a capping agent/surfactant, the study also definitely highlighted the importance of the NPs surface cleanliness.

In 2017, Lu et al. utilized the electrodeposition in a deep eutectic solvent medium (combining the seed and electrode potential mediated synthesis) to produce high-index faceted Au nanocrystals and probe the effects on the electrocatalytic oxidation of glucose in alkaline media. The approach is resumed...
The self-assembly into 3D of Au nano-architectures with nanoscale and cavity defects in their channels and on their pore walls such as nanoporous, nanospheres, nanocorals, nanothorns, branched belts and flower-like morphologies has emerged as advanced tactics to maximize the electrocatalytic reactivity of glucose by the number of exposed active sites.

Fig. 13c shows a SEM image of Au-Ag nanospheres synthesized by the co-reduction of an aqueous solution of HAuCl₄ and AgNO₃ by an ice-cold aqueous solution of NaBH₄. It was observed by XPS that for an AuAg atomic ratio of 23.87:76.13 (AuAg(III)), the Au 4f energy level shifts toward higher binding energies in comparison to that in pure Au, whereas those of Ag 3d move toward lower binding energies relative to that in pure Ag, indicating an electron transfer from Au atoms to those of Ag. The voltammetry curves at 50 mV s⁻¹ (Fig. 13e) and corresponding peak current densities (Fig. 13f) in 0.1 M KOH + 10 mM glucose demonstrate that the combined nanoporosity (BET surface area of 18.5 m² g⁻¹, from N₂ adsorption-desorption isotherms) and alloying effects have facilitated the electrocatalysis. Nanoporous gold (NPG) structures are most commonly obtained by methods of dealloying.

Xu et al. reported in 2017 unusual kinetically controlled synthesis of NPG which possessed abundant high-index facets, kinks, and steps, as effective and high-performance catalysts for the glucose electrooxidation. They utilized a trisodium citrate self-initiated reduction of Au(III) in the form of an HAuCl₄ aqueous solution in a water-ice bath, whereby citrate acts as reducing agent and a pH mediator, and “Na₂CO₃·10H₂O as another pH mediator. Fig. 13d shows the SEM micrograph of those NPG wherein the size of Au ligaments is 50-80 nm with voids of 50 to 200 nm. The CVs (Fig. 13g) compare the electrocatalytic activity (in 0.1 M NaOH + 10 mV s⁻¹) for an Au/Ag atomic ratio of 23.87:76.13 (AuAg(III)), the Au 4f energy level shifts toward higher binding energies in comparison to that in pure Au, whereas those of Ag 3d move toward lower binding energies relative to that in pure Ag, indicating an electron transfer from Au atoms to those of Ag. The voltammetry curves at 50 mV s⁻¹ (Fig. 13e) and corresponding peak current densities (Fig. 13f) in 0.1 M KOH + 10 mM glucose demonstrate that the combined nanoporosity (BET surface area of 18.5 m² g⁻¹, from N₂ adsorption-desorption isotherms) and alloying effects have facilitated the electrocatalysis. Nanoporous gold (NPG) structures are most commonly obtained by methods of dealloying.
mM glucose) of NPG, self-supported AuNPs (similar method by a different maturation time), Au nanosheets (NSs, similar method by a different maturation time), Turkevich-AuNPs obtained by the reputed Turkevich method.\(^{318,319}\) For the later, 95 mL of HAuCl\(_4\) aqueous solution (containing 5 mg of Au) was heated to the boiling point and 5 mL of 1% sodium citrate solution was added to the boiling solution under good stirring; subsequently, a greyish pink/wine colour appeared before becoming, after 5 min, deep wine/red characteristic of colloid Au particles.\(^{191}\) For NPG structures, a current density of 9 A cm\(^{-2}\) mg\(^{-1}\) (corresponding to 18 A cm\(^{-2}\) or 636 A g\(^{-1}\)) is over 20 times higher than that of AuNPs from the Turkevich method. The authors ascribed the remarkable electrocatalytic activity increase to the large electrochemically active surface area, clean surface, and high-index facets. It should be, however, noted that both self-supported and nanosheets based NPs have similar performance to NPG. The small difference at the peak is due to the much smaller size of the pores in NPG that might facilitate the reactant or products diffusion.

In recent years, Holade and co-workers have screened the ability of Vulcan\(^{50,51,320}\) and rGO\(^{644}\) supported Au-based nanomaterials to electro-catalytically oxidize mono- and disaccharides in alkaline and neutral pHs by integrating electrochemical and analytical techniques. Two different synthesis methods were combined, “Bromide Anion Exchange” and radioisotopes.\(^{305,312,322}\) Figs. 14a and 14b show the online FTIR spectra collected during chronoamperometry measurements in NaOH (0.1 M, pH 12.8) in the presence of glucose at 0.5 V vs RHE and those recorded at 30 min at 0.8 V vs RHE. The Figs. 14c and 14d display the spectra from SPAIRS analysis in the presence of glucose and galactose, respectively. The presence of the gluconolactone with its \(\nu_{\text{C=O}}\) specific band at 1742 cm\(^{-1}\) (stretching vibration mode) at pH 7.4 and absence at pH 12.3 show that gluconolactone is an intermediate and its transformation into gluconate is much faster in an alkaline environment. It was reported that, at pH 7.4, the observed corresponding lactone and acid forms detected by their specific vibration bands of 1744 and 1780 cm\(^{-1}\), result from a local pH decrease within the thin-electrolyte, which has been now accepted as a fait accompli during the organics electrooxidation.\(^{15,51,116,117,119,132,323}\) Indeed, the observation of an “acid form” of an electrooxidation product from an organic molecule in strong alkaline media was believed to be highly improbable until 2010. Subsequently, by studying the glycerol electrooxidation reaction on a polycrystalline Au in alkaline media, Jeffery and Camara\(^{117}\) observed on SPAIR spectra an intense band at 2343 cm\(^{-1}\) (starting from 0.8 V vs RHE), which unquestionably belongs to CO\(_2\). Based on a relatively simple calculation about the thin layer (thickness\(^{117,324,326}\) of 1-10 \(\mu\)m and glycerol consumption\(^{117,327}\) of 10 nmol) they have come up that the OH\(^{-}\) consumption during the electrooxidation of glycerol is a consequence of a significant decrease of pH inside the thin layer. Hence, glycerol or its intermediates have to react with water molecules, thus forming CO\(_2\). The band being widely observed, the significant local pH decrease has been definitely endorsed. For the glucose electrocatalysis reported by Holade et al.,\(^{50,51}\) gluconic acid being a much stronger acid (pKa = 3.75),\(^{320}\) the local decrease of pH that would result in a rapid protonation of gluconate to gluconic acid is too important from pH 12.8 to pH around 3.75. However, in a buffered solution of pH 7.4, the decrease is less important and gluconic acid can be observed by FTIRS.

Furthermore, the band at \(-1350\) cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to the deformation vibration mode of \(\delta(\text{CH}_2)\)\(^{131}\) supported by the two intense bands at 1584 and 1413 cm\(^{-1}\) – asymmetric stretching vibration \(\nu_{\text{as}}(\text{O-C-O})\) and symmetric \(\nu_{\text{s}}(\text{O-C-O})\) of the COO\(^{-}\) function of an oxidized carbohydrate – definitely validate the formation of gluconate as the sole product. Indeed, different products of glucose oxidation could have that COO\(^{-}\) function, gluconate (oxidation of the carbon on C1-position, \(n_{\text{GA}} = 2\)), glucuronate (oxidation of the carbon on C6-position, \(n_{\text{GA}} = 4\)) and glucarate (both C1-position and C6-position oxidation, \(n_{\text{GA}} = 2 + 4 = 6\)). So, since only glucose, gluconolactone and gluconate have the -CH\(_2\)\(^{-}\) function in C6-position, it can be used as a distinguishing parameter. The \(^{13}\)C NMR of the electrolyzed glucose and declined in DEPT-135 spectrum (to differentiate CH\(_3\) or CH signals to that of CH\(_2\)) helps to unambiguously solved the assignments and then leads to the identification.\(^{50}\) To decipher this definitely, authors employed the LC-MS to distinguish those different acids (after electrolysis,
neutralization and lyophilisation steps) being based on the mass of their pseudo-molecular ions [M-H]-, m/z = 209 (glucaric), 195 (gluconic), and 193 (glucuronic) in negative-ionization mode.50

One of the motivations behind the electrochemistry of those derivates of the biomass is the possibility to further design high-performance electrode materials capable of performing the entire cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin electro-conversion efficiently. The next section reviews the few attempts that have been reported in this area over the past ten years, ranging from the bioelectrocatalysts to the molecular or metallic ones.

5.2. Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin electro-conversion

5.2.1. Enzymatic, microbial and molecular electrocatalysis. The previous investigation of the oligosaccharides serves as a starting point for a much wider target, being able to electrocatalytically transformed the whole biomass such as cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin into valuable chemicals. Given the complexity of their structures, enzymatic, microbial or molecular electrocatalysts seems to be the most suitable solutions. One of the widely used catalyst is the 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidine N-oxyl (TEMPO, with different appellations of molecular catalyst, catalytic mediator, organic oxidation catalyst) with high electrocatalytic activity and selectivity. This TEMPO can be functionalized for a large scope of electrooxidation reactions.239,288,330-333 Parpot et al.330 reported seminal works for the oxidation of the primary alcohol groups in carbohydrates in the presence and absence of an aldehyde group. The outcomes in 0.2 M carbonate buffer (pH 10) show a selective oxidation into sodium uronate with high Faradaic yields when no aldehyde or hemiacetal function is present. Their presence provokes a decrease in selectivities as well as an increase of the amount of by-products. The authors also did the electrolysis of 3 g L-1 mercerized microcrystalline cellulose at 0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl and analysed the solution by FTIRS, NMR, and titrations that show a primary alcohol function conversion into cyanate without affecting the whole structure. It should be noted that cellulose is a polymer of cellulobiose, which is a dimer of glucose. Thus, the research of glucose and cellulobiose electrooxidation could be translated into cellulose once solubility issue is fixed. For that, many attempts have been imagined in the literature to improve the solubility of those biomass derivates.333-353

It was recently observed that the lignin electrolysis at TEMPO-based organic catalysts in H2O/CH3CN (70/30) solvent with NaHCO3/Na2CO3 electrolyte at pH 10 leads to the selective electrocatalytic oxidation of the primary alcohol groups in lignin to carboxylic acids, resulting in the formation of a polyelectrolyte.333 The other types of “metal-free” catalysts to electro-convert the lignocellulosic biomass into valuable chemical(s) while producing electricity (fuel cells, microbial fuel cells) or H2 (electrolysis cells) under low temperature conditions (below 100 °C) include enzymes,354,355 bacteria,338,354-356 methyl viologen,348,355,357 and polyoxometalates (POMs).355,358,359 Given the low current density that can be achieved with these types of catalysts, the metal-based systems could be an alternative.

5.2.2. Nanostructured electrocatalysts for active and selective oxidation. Very few studies with metal NPs have been undertaken to interrogate the cellulose, hemicellulose or lignin electrooxidation.340,342,345-347 As aforementioned, the low solubility of those organics in aqueous media associated with the complexity of the carbonaceous chain leads to the perception that the setup needed for a full understanding of the process should be complicated. This is an unfamiliar territory for the electrocatalysis community that used to work with relatively simple molecules. To get significant quantities of “solubilized cellulose”, alkaline electrolytes are the most employed. One of the recipes consists of shaking cellulose in concentrated NaOH (at least 1 M) for few hours at room temperature (RT), storing the mixture at -20 °C until it equilibrate (about one day), and allowing the frozen sample to thaw at RT; a concentration of cellulose of about 5 g L-1 can be reached.340,347
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Sugano et al.346 used a calcination method to directly incorporate AuNPs into the surface of a carbon paper electrode in order to enhance the electrocatalytic ability towards cellulose electrooxidation. Figs. 15a and 15b show the corresponding SEM and XPS results at different temperatures. A minimum temperature of 250 °C is necessary to decompose the Au(III) salt into Au(0) as shown by XPS. The CVs profiles in Fig. 15c (1.3 M NaOH, cellulose at 1% w/v) show an activity of AuNPs obtained at 250 °C. Except the comparison with a bare polycrystalline Au electrode that was observed to be higher, no quantitative
an analysis has been fulfilled to determine the nature of the oxidation products. In 2014, it was found that the electrocatalytic oxidation at Au surface led to two types of products; one was a water-soluble material in which some hydroxyl groups of cellulose were oxidized into carboxylic groups and the other was a water-insoluble hybrid material composed of cellulose and AuNPs (about ca. 4 nm) generated on the course of the electrolysis, i.e. the support degradation. At carbon aerogel supported AuNPs, Xiao et al.\textsuperscript{347} observed a high conversion of cellulose and selectivity to gluconate wherein AuNPs was the anode and Pt sheet was the cathode (applied current density of 10 mA cm\textsuperscript{-2}, no information about NaOH concentration as well as the role of air that was bubbled into the reaction system at a flow rate of 150 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}).

5.3. Theoretical and computational insights

Although, DFT calculations have been widely and successfully used in the field, it is still very difficult to identify some oxidation reaction pathways as for example for lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose. This limitation comes from the high complexity of experimental conditions that cannot be fully described by DFT as well as the limited computational capabilities of modern supercomputers. One possible solution is to examine by DFT the stability and the interaction of the corresponding monomers, or even dimers. From this viewpoint, glucose (linear or cyclic forms) is the most facile. Surprisingly, very few studies have been conducted by DFT, at least to examine the interaction between the molecule and the catalyst surface. In 2014, Ishimoto et al.\textsuperscript{362} analysed the surface structure of Au and the glucose oxidation reaction in alkaline solution and came up with the ideas that, in alkaline solution, (i) glucose firstly adsorbs on -OH of Au surface, (ii) then OH\textsuperscript{−} in alkaline solution interacts with -CHO group of glucose, (iii) H\textsubscript{2}O is formed subsequently by proton transfer from -CHO group of glucose to OH\textsuperscript{−} in solution, (iv) gluconic acid is finally formed by -OH transfer from Au surface. Such a mechanistic approach could be not only “unrealistic,” but above all, it could not explain a number of experimental observations during electrochemical measurements. Indeed, the first step assumes that at the beginning, the Au surface must have some adsorbed OH species. However, in an alkaline media, glucose electrooxidation is observed for electrode potentials for which the surface is not yet covered by these species (≤ 0.3 V vs RHE).\textsuperscript{165,190,191,204,306,363} It was furthermore demonstrated that the support (carbon or ZrO\textsubscript{2}/SnO\textsubscript{2} oxides) of Au has a notable effect on its catalytic activity; Au-support interaction induces a positive atomic charge of Au catalyst that induces the activity of glucose oxidation reaction to get exalted.\textsuperscript{364}

In 2017, Weil et al.\textsuperscript{310} proposed, from DFT calculations, the energy profiles (calculated at an electrode potential of 0 V vs SHE) for the anomeric carbon oxidation in glucose on different surfaces of Au as well as the “optimized” intermediates and transition states for C-H bond cleavage (see Figs. 16a-b). According to these authors, the recognized initial glucose oxidation by the dehydrogenation of anomeric carbon forming carbonyl group (2 coupled proton-electron transfer) proceeds as follows: (i) firstly, C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{11}O\textsubscript{6}* is formed via the deprotonation of the hydroxyl group of the anomeric carbon, (ii) secondly, the C-H bond breaking occurs. This leads to the proposition of the transition states sketched in Fig. 16b, highlighting an adsorbed intermediate by the “O” of the anomeric carbon instead of that carbon itself. One can therefore briefly summarize that, according to authors, the key advance in glucose electrocatalysis at gold is to mastery the “Au-O” bond. However, geometric/spatial considerations and experimental observations contradict this point of view.\textsuperscript{51,294} Indeed, this mechanism suggests that the anomeric form of glucose would be the most catalytically reactive, which is not the case for either enzymes or metals at which β-glucose is the best reactive form of glucose.\textsuperscript{293,294,365} In addition, the steric clutter in both forms implies that the easiest approach on a catalytic surface should be logically the one for which “H” instead of “OH” is oriented towards the surface. Owing to its good spatial arrangement, the adsorption of the anomeric form β may lead to an intermediate that is linked to the catalytic surface through the atom of carbon C1 and not that of oxygen, as proposed in Ref.\textsuperscript{51} Definitely, there is a great need for advanced, sensitive and complementary computational and experimental (mainly
those based on in-situ measurements) methods development to clearly elucidate mechanism.

5.4. Biomass-fuelled fuel cells for simultaneous production of electricity and chemicals

Among the biomass-based compounds, glucose is by far the most studied for fuel cell applications. For electrochemists and bioelectrochemists, the wide term of “fuel cell” can be expanded, depending on the experimental conditions or the purpose that the electricity shall serve. Historically, the glucose electrooxidation has been studied not because of its integration in conventional fuel cells that operate at extreme conditions of acidic or alkaline pHs, but for the great importance of glucose in sensing (diabetes management) as well as the generation of self-sufficient electrical energy through an electrochemical energy converter, the so-called glucose/O2 “biofuel cell” (pH ca. 7.7). Those biofuel cells were intended to power cardiac assisted devices such as “artificial hearts” or pacemakers; or ultimately, supply electrical power to homes or electrical grids by electrooxidizing glucose in wastes or their derivatives. In this case, the cogeneration does not mean that an electrosynthesis will be performed within a “biological body”; rather the oxidation leads to a “guest reaction product” possessing an excellent biocompatibility with the “host body”. Figs. 17a-b show the fuel cell performance recorded in buffer (0.2 M, pH 6.5; different saccharides at 50 mM) utilizing a bi-enzymatic anode PDH+bGOx and bilirubin oxidase (BOx) biocathode. In this configuration, the glucose fuel has the highest electrical performance ($P_{\text{max}} = 167$ μW cm$^{-2}$, maximum current density of $j_{\text{sc}} = 0.7$ mA cm$^{-2}$). The origin of the enhancement could be the efficiency of the engineered glucose oxidase compared to conventional one as well as the FcMe$_2$-C$_3$-LPEI redox polymer used to facilitate (mediate) electron transfer.$^{51}$ This combination of PDH and bGOx achieves a “deep oxidation, $n_{\text{ox}} = 6$” of oligosaccharides, whereby each substrate is able to undergo sequential oxidations by PDH and bGOx.

Hibino et al.$^{361}$ have screened the ability of monometallic and Pt-based alloy catalyst anodes for the direct cellulosic biomass fuel cell (H$_3$PO$_4$ electrolyte, 100-250 °C). Fig. 17c shows the fuel cell polarization at monometallic catalysts, wherein Pt and Pd are the best promising electrodes. According to the authors, the trend is in agreement with the order for the bond strength of metal and oxygen (M-O) rather than metal and hydrogen (M-H), which indicates that the M-O bond strength should be an important parameter that determines the reaction kinetics.$^{361,367,368}$ From Fig. 17d, it can be concluded that the best synergetic effect between Pt and a heteroatom is reached for Fe, whereby Fe has an electronic effect on Pt due to its low electronegativity, which allows electron transfer from Fe to Pt.$^{361,369}$ The fuel cell (Au/C anode, Pt/C cathode, Fumatech...
AEM) polarization curves for different concentrations of glucose of Fig. 17e highlight the importance of the “optimal concentration”. In the case of glucose, the value is around 0.3-1 M whereas for the alkaline electrolyte, the augmentation of the concentration beyond 5 M has negligible impact.50,370-372 The main reason is the coverage of the electrode surface by adsorbed reactive molecules and the competition between glucose molecules and hydroxyl ions. This glucose-fuelled fuel cell achieves a 100% Faradaic yield for the selective oxidation of the anomic carbon of glucose and its related carbohydrates without any function protection and delivers an output power of $P_{\text{max}} = 2 \text{ mW cm}^{-2}$, which is of great interest for cogeneration production of electricity (for small stationary applications) and chemicals.50,366 Fig. 17f shows the performance of different types of biomass-fuelled fuel cells where both the fuel and O$_2$ are oxidized and reduced by different POM homogeneous catalysts without any solid metal or metal oxide.366 This type of study demonstrates that raw biomass compounds can be used directly to produce electricity without prior purification. The power density of the cellulose-based fuel cells is found to be about three orders of magnitude higher than that of cellulose-based microbial fuel cells.366,373 Based on control experiments, the complete oxidation of those organics seems to be the preferential pathway leading to C1 to C3 products. Those results thus demonstrate the potentiality of biomass-fuelled fuel cells for electricity production rather than selective electro-conversion. The traditional comparison of fuel cell performance is quite tedious and practically impossible for glucose or similar types of organics since the experimental conditions vary from one researcher to another, electrodes size, fuel concentration, electrolyte concentration, operating temperature, testing conditions (batch or continuous flow field, rates), method used to record the polarization curves and in some cases, the unconventional use of a PEM within an alkaline environment. Additionally, care should be taken for the reports of glucose fuel cells that were performed at temperatures higher than 50 °C since the molecule is not chemically stable above 45-50 °C.165,374

5.5. Biomass-fuelled electrolysis cells for simultaneous production of H$_2$ fuel and chemicals

As discussed in the previous sections, the electrical power density developed by a fuel cell powered by the biomass may not be enough to power a device. Thus, one of the most likely scenarios is to operate as an electrolysis cell where H$_2$ production can be much appealing given the low oxidation potential of those organics. The proof-of-concept of the ability to produce electrochemically H$_2$ from lignin electrooxidation is a relatively old story. It goes back to 1992 (in some case, referred to as “lignin-augmented water electrolysis”), but the majority of the studies is performed in conventional three-electrode electrochemical cells.369,376-380 So, the demonstration that the systems can work in a real two-electrode electrolysis cell wherein H$_2$ can be easily collected was expected. This research started few years ago and is now gaining strong
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interest in the scientific community. At neutral conditions, biological catalysts can be utilized, but the systems enabling a sustainable and durable production of H₂ at a low electrical energy input are those based on abiotic electrocatalysts. The first electrolysis cells fuelled by the lignin was reported in 2017 by Hibino et al. The study was describing the direct lignin electrolysis at an onset voltage of ca. 0.25 V (note that water electrolysis cannot start below 1.4 V), with high current efficiencies of approximately 100% for H₂ production at the cathode and approximately 85% for CO₂ production at the anode. The anode and cathode were PtFe/C and Pt/C, respectively. It was estimated that the energy consumption is 1.4 kWh (Nm³⁻¹), which is lower than that of ethanol electrolysis of 2 kWh (Nm³⁻¹). It is thought that this type of process to produce H₂ while releasing significant amount of CO₂ apparently, violates the original intention of reducing air pollution and global warming by the employment of the electrochemical methods to produce and use H₂.

### Table 3. Single cell performance of oligosaccharides, cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin based fuel cells and electrolysis cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode catalyst</th>
<th>Cathode catalyst</th>
<th>Separator</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au/C (0.18 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Pt/C (0.17 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Fumatech Fumasep AEM</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Anode (0.5 M KOH + 0.3 M glucose), cathode (0.5 M KOH saturated with O₂), room temperature, effective area = 2 cm². OCV = 0.9 V, P max = 2.02 mW cm⁻² at 0.3 V (i max = 6.7 mA cm⁻²). Selectivity = 100% in gluconate.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au decorated carbon paper (0.35 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Pt or Au decorated carbon paper (0.35 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Fumasep FAA (Fumatech) AEM</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Anode (0.5 M KOH + 0.3 M glucose), cathode (0.5 M KOH + O₂), room temperature, effective area = 1 cm². Au anode: OCV = 1.02 V, P max = 1.7 mW cm⁻² at 0.40 V. Pt anode: OCV = 0.99 V, P max = 1.8 mW cm⁻² at 0.73 V.</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtRu nanoparticles (3 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Pt nanoparticles (3 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Tokuyama AEM</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Anode (0.5 M KOH + 0.5 M glucose at 4 mL min⁻¹), cathode (humidified oxygen at 100 mL min⁻¹) at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. OCV = 0.97 V, P max = 20 mW cm⁻² at 0.3 V.</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyranose dehydrogenase (PDH) + broad glucose oxidase (bGOx)</td>
<td>Bilirubin oxidase (Box)</td>
<td>No membrane</td>
<td>Fuel cell</td>
<td>Anode (buffer (0.2 M, pH6.5) + different saccharides (50 mM)), cathode (buffer (0.2 M, pH6.5) at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. OCV = 0.6 V. P max(mW cm⁻²) = 167 (glucose), 54 (gluconolactone), 118 (galactose), 34 (fructose), 66 (ribose), 130 (xylose), 109 (maltose), 45 (mannose), 73 (sucrose), 55 (lactose), 104 (celllobiose), 97 (2-Deoxy-D-glucose). Selectivity: PDH performs single or two sequential oxidations at C2 and/or C3 yielding up to 4e⁻, whereas bGOx performs a single 2e⁻ oxidation at the anomeric (C1) position. PDH+bGOx = 4e⁻ selectivity at C1 + C2 + C3 positions.</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtFe/C (1 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Pt/C (2 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Sono. Sono. P₂ O₂-PTFE membrane (150 μm)</td>
<td>Electrolysis cell</td>
<td>Acidic solvents: 85% H₃PO₄ and 96% H₂SO₄. Anode: with lignin powder. Cathode: with argon at a flow rate of 100 mL min⁻¹. Onset voltage of electrolysis = 0.25 V, current efficiency = 100% for H₂ production at the cathode and 85% for CO₂ production at the anode</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtRu (2 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Pt/C (0.2 mg cm⁻²)</td>
<td>Fumapem FAA-3-50% AEM</td>
<td>Electrolysis cell</td>
<td>Anode (10 g L⁻¹ lignin, 1 M NaOH, 2.5 mL min⁻¹), cathode (1 M NaOH, 2.5 mL min⁻¹), effective area = 25 cm²; temperature =90 °C. Onset voltage of electrolysis = 0.45 V; H₂ production rate = 0.4 μmol s⁻¹.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose oxidase (GOx)</td>
<td>Pt microelectrode</td>
<td>No membrane</td>
<td>Electrolysis cell</td>
<td>Solution: phosphate buffer + 50 mM glucose. H₂ production rate = 17.6 μL h⁻¹.</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suraniti et al. have imagined a chemical system that allows the use of the energy from simple reactions to drive subsequent reactions by designing an “uphill reaction”. As a result, the H₂ production as well as the simultaneous electrosynthesis of gluconate is performed without an external energy source. Figs. 18a-b illustrate the concept of the uphill reaction as follows: (i) The energy from the biofuel cell (GOx and BOx catalyse glucose oxidation and O₂ reduction at the anode, and the cathode respectively) powers an electronic circuit that first raises the voltage in a boost-converter (BC), (ii) A flyback (FB) electrically isolates the electrolyser (Pt reducing H⁺ into H₂ and a Pt oxidizing H₂O into O₂), (iii) the boosted voltage performs the water electrolysis. The first part of the system is interesting, but the second purpose being the water electrolysis, the overall proposal is not beneficial since a cell voltage of 2.3 V (meaning a large electrical energy input, Eq. (5)) is required to produce H₂. Caravaca et al. reported a flow AEM-based electrolysis cell that utilizes lignin (10 g L⁻¹ lignin, PtRu/C anode, Pt/C cathode, 1 M NaOH). The results are depicted in Fig. 18c, which show that H₂ production can start at a relatively low...
Glycerol is one possible organic molecule that enables to achieve not only a low cell voltage, but also a high current density (Fig. 19d-f). Verma and co-workers recently reported alternative oxidative reactions using biodiesel-waste to improve the economics and emission profiles of this process. As illustrated in Fig. 19b, the concept of “two wastes into one chemical” is an attractive idea for the future of sustainable H₂ production.

6. New alternative scenarios of co-generative electrosynthesis: Coupling CO₂ and N₂ reduction with organics oxidation

This section briefly outlines some new paradigms in designing efficient and low-energy consumption electrolysis cells. Electrolysis is always about “oxidizing something at the positive electrode (anode) and reducing something else at the negative electrode (cathode)”. There is no exception to the rule; the trick is to choose the best combination. As explained in the previous sections and sketched in Fig. 19a, the low oxidation potential of organic molecules compared to H₂O is expected to lower the total energy input as well as additional benefits (Figs. 19b-c). Typically, instead of coupling either CO₂ reduction (into platform molecules of CO, CH₄, ethanol, etc.) or N₂ reduction (into NH₃ as the historical Haber-Bosch process) at the cathode to the classical OER at the anode, one can imagine oxidizing an organic molecule. Indeed a significant portion of the energy required to electrochemically reduce CO₂ or N₂ to fuels and chemicals is typically consumed by the accompanying OER.
value” utilizes glycerol as the first waste that is oxidized at the anode into CO₂ (second waste) which in turn will feed the cathode to be electro-reduced in a 12-electron product of ethanol or ethylene. For the CO₂ electrocatalysis, significant advances have been made in recent years to discover new electrocatalysts and develop a fundamental understanding of the electrochemical CO₂ reduction processes. The next technological gap and/or paradigm to be overcome are to translate this fundamental knowledge towards the development of practical CO₂ electrolysers that requires gas-diffusion electrodes to address the low solubility of CO₂ in aqueous electrolytes. For N₂ electroreduction by enzymatic/abiotic catalysts, a lot of work still needs to be done. Indeed, the current density achieved by these kinds of electrolysers is on the order of micro or milliamps per square centimeter. This is not technically enough to produce the production of large quantities of NH₃. Overall, it should become an alternative to the historical Haber-Bosch process which operates under drastic conditions of temperatures and pressures leading to high energy consumption.

7. Conclusions and outlook

Foreseeing advanced and innovative strategies is a key approach and constitutes a cornerstone for accessing clean, affordable and reliable energy and platform molecules to satisfy not only the world’s increasing prosperity and economic growth, but also to face up the environmental issues. To these ends, electrocatalysis with the aim of converting electrical energy from sustainable sources into electricity in fuel cells or synthetic fuels/chemicals in electrolysis cells (so-called electrolysers) has become a growing field of research during the last decade. The practical realization of this elegant opportunity of great importance is, however, facing several challenges, among which, the efficient design of electrode materials exhibiting improved intrinsic performance (technically worded as activity, durability and selectivity) and the scale-up of the proof-of-concept prototypes for the large-scale deployment. In this contribution, we critically reviewed the recent advances in the use of organic molecules in those electrochemical reactors of fuel cells or electrolysis cells for the energy, chemicals and H₂ production. After an in-depth analysis of the literature over the last ten years, it appears that, biomass-based organics such as ethanol, glycerol or oligosaccharides would better be used as a fuel in Power-to-X (X = fuel, chemical) scenarios than a fuel for X-to-Power systems since the typical electrical current density achieved with a single fuel cell testing is too low compared to the traditional H₂-fuelled fuel cells. Indeed, given their low oxidation potential compared to the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at the anode, their selective oxidation instead of water molecules greatly lowers the input energy relative to conventional water electrolysis by at least two times. This represents considerable energy savings. This anodic oxidation is desired to be coupled with the emerged world-class reactions of hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), CO₂ reduction (CO₂RR), N₂ reduction (N₂RR) in order to electro-synthesize high value-added chemicals. It should be noted that the organic electrosynthesis that is on the verge of a renaissance has historically been a powerful tool to produce molecules, while minimizing hazardous reagents and avoiding large quantities of stoichiometric oxidizers and reductive reagents, which means that the waste originating from the used reagents is almost negligible.

The majority of the electrocatalytic oxidation reactions of organic molecules in aqueous media is confronted to twin processes that involve multi-electrons and multi-protons transfer couplings, and induces many reaction intermediates/barriers, which results in larger overpotentials, and many reaction products. It was pointed out that the synergistic collaboration between theoretical and experimental chemists provides a better understanding of the thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of these electrochemical reactions occurring at the surface of catalysts. However, a deep screening of the literature shows important contradictions for the description of the key and elementary steps (“surface-C” or “surface-O” binding) of the adsorption of organic molecule at an electrocatalytic surface. Hence, for those anode reactions, several challenges still need to be addressed: (i) designing efficient electrocatalytic materials to exhibit not only improved activity, but also high selectivity to avoid the production of multitude of by-products that complicate the further steps of separation and purification, (ii) understanding the dynamics of atomic rearrangement within nanocatalysts during the long-term electrooxidation, (iii) implementing a thorough fundamental understanding approach of the functional operation of an electrocatalyst (mostly those with multi-components) by combining theoretical, computational and experimental screenings to find out the relevant descriptors, (iv) considering the actual electrocatalysis operating conditions in half or single cells testing to scale up the system for practical applications.

It was experimentally observed that, the addition of a co-catalyst from the list Bi-Sb-Pb-Sn-In-Ag-Cu to base elements of Au-Pt-Pd allows not only a distinguished increase of the electrocatalytic activity with a meaningful diminution of the overpotential, but also a modulation of the C-C bond cleavage to yield tuneable selectivities. Obviously, it can be summed up that the electrocatalytic oxidation whereby the selectivity is not for CO₂ but unbroken C-C products having a value-added and for which the separation/purification steps do not contribute to additional cost and/or a layer of complexity should now be prioritized.
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Notes and references

Footnotes

† Let us consider a crystallographic system fcc, the number of atoms \( p_{	ext{mon}} \), the monolayer charges \( q_{	ext{mon}} \) and the occupancy rates \( \tau_{(100)} \) of the crystallographic planes (hk1) are explicated below: “a” being the lattice parameter and “e” the elementary charge of an electron. For (100), an area equivalent to a square of side a contains “1 + 4x1/4” atoms, i.e. 2 atoms for an area \( a^2 : p_{(100)} = 2/a^2, q_{(100)} = 2e/a^2 \) and \( \tau_{(100)} = \pi/4 = 0.785. For (110), an area equivalent to a rectangle of sides a and \( a^21/2 \) contains “2x1/2 + 4x1/4” atoms, i.e. 2 atoms for an area \( a^2x21/2 : p_{(110)} = 21/2/a^2, q_{(110)} = 21/2xe/2^2 \) and \( \tau_{(110)} = \pi x21/2/2 = 0.555. For (111), an area equivalent to an equal side triangle of side a\( x21/2 \) contains “3/1/6 + 3x1/2” atoms, i.e. 2 atoms for an area \( (a^2x31/2)/2 : p_{(111)} = 21/2/a^2, q_{(111)} = (4x31/2)e/3a^2 \) and \( \tau_{(111)} = \pi x31/2/6 = 0.907. For Pt (a = 3.924 Å) : \( p_{(111)} = 1.30x10^{15} \) at. cm\(^{-2}, q_{(111)} = 0.92x10^{15} \) at. cm\(^{-2}, \tau_{(111)} = 1.50x10^{-15} \) at. cm\(^{-1} \) while \( q_{(110)} = 208 \mu C \) cm\(^{-2}, q_{(111)} = 147 \mu C \) cm\(^{-2} \) and \( \tau_{(111)} = 240 \mu C \) cm\(^{-2} \).


